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This Issue:
A

s we enter into what could
be an extended period of
self-isolation and hopefully selfreflection, there are challenges
around student voice and agency.

U

As more decisions are made for students (and for all
of us: borders close, schools shut or not, events cancelled),
students can easily be positioned solely as passive, compliant
recipients of information and instruction (death by worksheet
as well as by powerpoint!).
I want to believe that, with any challenge, this situation
also poses opportunities and we have to develop these
together. How can the voices of students to be heard, and
how can they have meaningful agency in this on-line world?
Two areas in particular leap out at me.
First, whether schools are operating face to face or
on-line, how can we increase students’ voices and agencies
around this ‘crisis’? Where are the opportunities for students
to carry out meaningful research, discussion and action? Do
students believe they/we can? Do we want to? Beyond simply
voicing concerns and fears (and here the current work of Eve
Mayes around ‘naïve hope’ and emotion comes to mind),
can students analyse community responses, develop their
own proposals and initiatives, work out the implications of
physical distancing (what would 1.5 m separation look like in
our classroom? what size classroom would we need? how are we
going to manage this?), and become community educators
and activists? And decide what, how and why they learn?
Secondly, as education moves into a more on-line
approach and world, there seems to be the increased danger
of the idea of agency being individualised. Students have
always exercised individual agency (to varying degrees)
about their learning (eg resistance: “I won’t do/learn this...”
– and this form of agency might often be reactive rather
than intentional), but we then talk in this sense about agency
as being about individual ‘choice’ or even ‘construction’ (eg
setting individual learning goals etc). Beyond this, what does
building and enabling social or collective agency look
like? And how do we do this when students and teachers
are physically separated and isolated? What has been the
experience of ‘distance education’ and ‘virtual learning’ here ...
beyond student voice through some form of on-line SRC?
Can we – students, teachers, researchers, policy makers
etc etc – think about this: pose further dilemmas, develop
some practical ideas? And use Connect to share some ideas.
E-mail me at r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au and let’s see
where this could go. Some starting ideas are in this issue.

Next Issue ...
Since we’re all now not travelling, Connect is back to its regular
bi-monthly schedule. We’d all love to hear from you!
Roger Holdsworth

Next Issue: #243: June 2020

Deadline for material: end of May, 2020
Connect 242:

Footscray Learning Precinct, Vic

Students researching ...

‘problems that matter’

Toxic school days ...
except Tuesdays

in their communities

‘I hated going to school ...
except Tuesdays.
When I woke up on
Tuesdays, I wanted to
go to school’

W

e quote one of four Year 9 students,
who all endorsed his statement, when
presenting at the Student Voice, Agency and
Partnerships International Conference (SVC)
in Melbourne, December 2019.
Their school serves students mostly from workingclass, refugee and immigrant families. Like most such
schools, their school channels students into separated
curriculum paths. Small numbers, seen by teachers to
show ‘high achiever’ academic capacity, are recruited
into a middle-years ‘accelerated’ program that leads, in
senior years, to a university-bound path. While, at the
end of Year 10, all students supposedly can ‘choose’
university or vocational paths, many – seen as ‘low
achievers’ in terms of academic capacity, including
the four presenters – are, along the way, steered
towards vocational paths.
Yet, rather than students lacking capacity, might
the problem be that mainstream curriculum lacks
capacity to engage them – because it limits options
to work actively with a range of knowledge, and
applies standards that sort students into ‘higher’ vs
‘lower’ achievers? Does the curriculum fail the test of
meaningful relevance to students’ present and future
lives?
Teachers who worked with those students on
Tuesdays came to see the point of such questions, to
which we will return. Let’s ﬁrst consider how Tuesday’s
knowledge activities point the way to more expanded,
and more socially just, curriculum possibilities.
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On Tuesdays:
A ‘problems that matter’ curriculum
On Tuesdays, these students, among others, participated in an
unusual curriculum initiative led by Simon Taylor under the
sponsorship of the Footscray Learning Precinct (FLP). This is a
new state priority focussed on STEAM in inner-suburban Footscray,
involving collaboration of two primary schools and an emerging
multi-campus secondary school, with Victoria University and
Maribyrnong City Council (MCC).
Simon built on the idea of ‘students as researchers’ of
community ‘Problems That Matter’ (PTMs), about which Lew
Zipin and Marie Brennan had written. A Community Reference
Group (CRG) met with students at the beginning of term to identify
and co-develop a theme important to local communities. They
arrived at Environment, around which student groups developed
local projects. CRG members were also asked to be available to
students for follow-up questions and research, and were invited to
return to an exhibition of the students’ inquiries into the theme at
the end of the projects.
On Tuesdays across Semester 2, 2019, students from each FLP
school came together. With the support of teaching staﬀ, they formed
self-organising teams around environmental projects. Approximately
80 students were involved: 12 Year 9 students, 24 Year 7, 44 Year 5.
Each team was led by a Year 9 student and included a mix of Year
3

5 and 7 students. The roles of teachers
were to provide structure and scaﬀolding
by modelling ‘Design Thinking’ processes
and to support the Year 9 students in
developing skills required to mentor and
lead their respective teams.
Each Tuesday, all students worked in
their teams until lunchtime, followed by
a session between participating teachers
and Year 9 mentor students in the
afternoon to reﬂect together on co-design
and practice. Industry and community
experts worked with student teams to
open up issues for student researchers
to consider. As examples: the senior
sustainability oﬃcer from MCC briefed
the students on climate change; Tom
Quick spoke about riding a recumbent
bike to the four points of Australia; and
Tamra Hoare from the Primary Health
Network spoke about young people’s
health and wellbeing.
The students took up the STEAM
‘Learning Laboratory’ style of research
work with alacrity. They moved from acting
dependently, such as asking teachers to
solve their problems (“I don’t know”; “I need
help”), to steering the directions of their
projects (“Can we get this printed?”; “Could
you get the phone number on X, so we can
go on with this, please?”)
As trust grew between teachers
and Year 9 student leaders, so did the
willingness of students to give honest
feedback on their perception of the
learning environment. On one occasion
a student leader reﬂected on how the
group dynamic in her team changed
when a teacher was present. She
analysed the tendency of the teacher to
‘take over’ and for younger students to
become more passive when the teacher
4

was present. Teachers began to reﬂect
on their tendency to solve problems for
students, to suggest strategies and ideas
when students appeared stuck, which
led teachers to reﬂect on their positions
as authorities, when they should instead
co-learn with students about the PTM
driving a group’s project. All staﬀ agreed
that taking a step back, to make room
for students to grapple with problems
independently, took eﬀort on their
part to change established teaching
habits. Student voice achieved parity
with teachers through working on the
community problem.
Student agency increased in
this process of co-designing projects
together. They came to trust teachers
to listen and dialogue with them, and
they became more active as organisers.
When three Year 9 students discovered
that Simon was coming to work early
on Tuesdays to prepare spaces and

materials (as all teachers do), these
students were adamant that they should
arrive early to assist.
Other examples involved students
identifying and contacting community
members with knowledge relevant to the
theme, and organising their involvement
in their projects.
Diﬀerent
teams
investigated
speciﬁc environmental concerns and
interests, around which they developed
suggestions for further action. Examples
of projects include proposals for:
•
increasing canopy cover and urban
tree coverage in the community, to
encourage more students to walk
and cycle to school;
•
kerbside recycling of organic waste
by Maribyrnong Council;
•
a system to reuse containers for
liquids like detergents and drinks
(milk, juices).
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At the end of semester, students
presented on their projects to CRG and
FLP representatives. Further presentations,
and lobbying for action, were made to
the MCC and to schools, among other
agencies, extending student research
into activism. Students presented on their
research experiences to FLP’s Vision and
Leadership committee, chaired by Jim
Williamson and including Department of
Education regional directors.
Students spoke about how they
re-engaged with learning through their
projects. They advocated for broadening
this learning process within their schools.
Late in the year, Simon called a CRG
session to develop a theme for 2020. This
time, Year 9 students chaired plenary
discussions and sub-group brainstorming
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to nominate community-based PTMs.
The overall theme that emerged from
the session, while named ‘Community
Health and Wellbeing’, speciﬁed issues
as diverse and activist-oriented, as:
high food costs; gentriﬁcation that
threatened Footscray’s multiculturalism;
urbanisation that curtailed public space
for recreation and sport; and the need
for infrastructure to support mental
health of young people from diverse
cultural groups.
The presentation by the four
Year 9 students at the Student Voice,
Agency and Partnerships International
Conference (SVC) in December 2019
articulated this sense of activism. The
students and a participating teacher
explained the projects, and responded

to questions from an audience of
students, teachers, academics and policy
people. Audience excitements about new
potentials for curriculum and pedagogy
could be heard in words and seen in body
language.
The Year 9 students spoke
knowledgeably about an illustrative
project that mattered to them – on
reducing local-community waste – as well
as how they learned from the younger
students they mentored. As quoted
in tweets by audience members (see
photos below), the students explained
how they felt new capacities to engage in
learning as active and conﬁdent agents,
beyond the passive-resistant inertia they
experienced in schooling-as-usual (that
is, on days other than Tuesdays!)

5

PTM curriculum: Putting knowledge to work with and for communities

I

n the same SVC session, Lew and Marie presented the argument for receivers but active knowledgemakers. In listening to, learning from,
a PTM curriculum approach, using the graphic below.

A community-located problem
that matters (a PTM: on the right side
of the graphic) attracts to it what Moll
and colleagues (1992) call ‘funds of
knowledge’ (FK). These are rich cultural
resources that build across family and
local-community networks as people
apply intelligence to conditions aﬀecting
their lives. Households and communities,
say Moll et al, ‘use their funds of knowledge
in dealing with changing, and often diﬃcult,
social and economic circumstances’ across
‘multiple spheres of activity within which
the child is enmeshed’ (pp 133-134).
Young people bring their FK
into schools as informal feelings and
thoughts about their life circumstances,
which provide the “conceptual fabric”
for further learning, says Moll (2014, p
35). If curriculum engages with their FK,
then school subject-knowledge gains
meaningful relevance to what matters
in students’ lives beyond school. In turn,
school knowledge strengthens capacities
to analyse and explain those signiﬁcant
matters.
Our graphic suggests that curriculum
can build rich interactions across life-based
and school-based knowledge by putting
students to work as action-researchers
of PTMs they identify as mattering for
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their communities. Ideally, students coresearch PTMs with teachers, and with
family and community members.
By ‘community’, we mean local
areas that include diverse social groups,
whose lives are aﬀected in varied
ways by PTMs. This diversity should
be represented in PTM-based actionresearch. It is also important to link local
PTMs to wider global issues – eg local
ﬁres link to climate change – for which
science, civics, humanities and arts
knowledge all apply. School subjects,
and those who teach them, should thus
make inter-disciplinary contributions to
knowledge activity around a PTM.
If university academics from
relevant disciplines are recruited into
collaboration with students, teachers
and community members, they
can contribute further expertise to
understanding PTMs as local-global
matters.
Crucially, what gathers diverse
people and knowledge is the problem
that matters to all. By later primary
school age, students can take central
roles in bringing participants together
in the research, dialogue and action on
PTMs. Those who collaborate around a
PTM are not just passive knowledge-

thinking and acting with each other,
they build mutual respect for the varied
experiences and knowledge that
everyone, including students, brings
to the table. In sharing ‘apprenticeship’
to the problem, say Pignarre and
Stengers (2011), they create ‘new
means of grasping a situation’, ‘new
ways of acting, of connecting, of being
eﬃcacious’ (pp 76-77). These capacities
for knowledgeable democracy are
greatly needed as new generations
face matters of rising urgency for
their futures (as we all now face localglobal environmental and virus/health
urgencies).
PTM curriculum activity thus builds
capacities for social-justice activism,
driven by ethical care for needs and
aspirations of people in communities on
the horizons of schools. ‘Ethics’ is thus
our label for the horizontal axis in our
graphic.
Yet school subject-knowledge
typically excludes, rather than engages,
FK. Curriculum typically stands ‘isolated
from the social worlds and resources of
the community’, note Moll et al (1992, p
134), and so ‘teachers rarely draw on the
resources of the “funds of knowledge” of
the child’s world outside the context of the
classroom’.
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What causes schools to close oﬀ
from FK, ignoring the rich learning
potentials that Tuesday teachers in the
FLP project came to appreciate? We here
need to consider how forces of power,
pervading schools, work against a socialjustice ethics in educational practice.

Power that works against
ethics-oriented curriculum
Despite good intentions of many who
educate in schools, they are not simply
free to take up alternative curriculum
practices, even when shown as more
socially just, and eﬀective, in eﬀorts such
as the FLP initiative. For one thing, schools
are immersed in historically formed
relations of unequal privilege and power –
along race-ethnic, class, gender and other
lines of division – that underlie all social
institutions. We thus put ‘unequal power
relations’ at the base of our graphic’s
vertical ‘power’ axis. With silent eﬀect,
these underlying inequalities inﬂuence
many dimensions of school practice,
such as the centrality, in standardised
curriculum, of the ways of knowing
more familiar in cultural environments
of powerful social groups. In turn, the FK
of less powerful groups is marginalised
or excluded. Thus, in school assessing of
academic ‘achievement’ across students
from diverse social backgrounds, ‘high’
vs ‘low’ achiever systematically (with
‘exceptional’ cases) correlates with power
of family position.
Along with such underlying eﬀects of
power relations, policies from ‘above’ press
down into school leadership decisions
and classroom practices. These include
a standardised national curriculum, tests
such as NAPLAN and other statistical
measures of school ‘performance’,
compared in the federal government’s
My School website. These narrow policy
eﬀects push schools into niche-market
competition for the appearance of ‘good
performance’, and thus ‘reputation’, that
lead parents to choose a school over
others nearby from similar pools of
students.
In response, secondary schools with
students mostly from power-marginalised
class and ethnic groups – schools with
limited resources to invest in supporting
all students to achieve academically
– typically invest in ‘gifted’ or ‘accelerated’
programs for a small set of students
selected as showing ‘high-achieving’
potential. Since statistics about students
on vocational paths do not ‘count’ in the
April 2020

same ways, students perceived as ‘low’ in
academic capacity are often steered that
way. Some schools develop unfortunate
habits – for example, discriminatory
application of school uniform policy,
detention for lateness – that chase
those seen as ‘lowest-level performers’
to nearby schools.
Increasing policy pressures on
schools to compete in niche-markets
thus induce school staﬀ to look vertically
upward to where power from above
judges the school’s ‘performance’. Staﬀ
then are seriously blocked from giving
attention horizontally to:
•
substantial community matters for
present and future living;
•
community-based FK that these
PTMs stimulate and attract; and
•
how school subject-knowledge
can join FK in applying to these
matters.
Instead, secondary schools that
‘serve’ less powerful groups are led
to divide student cohorts, investing
academic achievement support in
those who can make the school look
good, while writing oﬀ others as ‘not
academically capable’, in the process
further marginalising – rather than
caring for the needs and growth – of
those already most-marginalised.
Sadly, people in marginalised
communities do not have power to hold
schools accountable to their urgencies,
in ways that policy makers do. Yet, FLP
curriculum projects demonstrated that
so-called ‘low achievers’ can achieve
academically if their rich FK is crossfertilised with richer purposes for school
knowledge than sorting and selecting
for ‘high’ vs ‘low’.
Don’t schools owe this, as a prime
ethical duty of care, to the marginalised
groups on their horizons?

In ethical care for students
and their communities, let’s
go horizontal!
In the contrary tugs on school curriculum
– between forces of power on the
one hand, and community needs for
knowledge and action on the other – a
PTM approach seeks to strengthen the
horizontal impulse of ethical care due
to students in/with their communities.
As educators, whether in schools or
universities, we live these tensions,
sometimes consciously, sometimes in
latent emotional distresses.

Our graphic shows that we see our
institutions – schools and universities
– currently pulled quite far up on the axis
of policy compulsions, not at the base
where ethical impulses might tussle out
more socially just curriculum possibilities
that contest the pulls of power. The strings
of policy power – pulling schools and
universities upward on our graph – are
tightly corded. Our squiggled connection
to communities on the horizon needs
strengthening. Yet this is no easy task.
The SVC conference sought to
take on this task. Its themes were ‘voice,
participation and agency’, as goals
for all students and schools, including
in shaping curriculum. We take these
themes to desire democratic practice in
which students engage with knowledge
for socially just purposes. Yet many
secondary students at the conference
found themselves troubled between
desiring such goals and questioning
their feasibility. Their main expressions of
doubt hinged on their experiences that,
from Year 7 onwards, they felt themselves
in acute competition to achieve high
ATAR scores for entrance to desired
university programs. They saw their own
competitiveness as a contradicting the
conference themes.
We here note that these students
were all ‘high achievers’ in the eyes
of their schools, which funded them
to attend the three-day conference.
They further attested to emotional
distress under pressures to be ‘winners’,
with staﬀ providing the remedies of
relaxation classes, therapy dogs and
wellbeing counsellors. Indeed, these
testimonies disturbed teacher, academic
and policy-making ‘adults in the room’.
Some students critically analysed these
remedies as band-aids masking systemic
causes; but analysis doesn’t relieve distress
or ﬁx deeper causes. We don’t doubt that
school staﬀ want these ‘remedies’ to help
students cope.
Yet it is hard to say where the balance
lies between care for students and worry
about the school suﬀering legal risk and
loss of reputation.
We further note that ‘high achievers’
were the entire secondary student
population at this conference ... except
for the four students in our presentation
session. These students, the so-called ‘lowachievers’, had a very diﬀerent diagnosis
of their pains of alienation from ‘school
as usual’ that feels irrelevant to their lives,
7

negates their capacities to achieve, and does not support their futures in
ways that feel honest.
For them, the Tuesday alternative generated a thrill of actual
possibility; whereas the ‘high achievers’ had trouble imagining curriculum
not harnessed to ATAR ‘achievement’.
In short, students within a wider school system are divided, by how
schools treat them, in ways that are cruel on both ‘sides’ of the ‘high’ vs
‘low’ distinctions. The education practices that produce these separations
and associated emotional disturbances are wrong in two senses: they are
incorrect in labelling actually capable students as ‘low’ in capacities for
learning; and they are ethically unjust in the distresses they cause across
the divide.
With recognition of how challenging it is to work against the grains
of power exerting on schools and in curriculum, we call on ‘adults in the
rooms’ of education practice to ﬁnd it even harder to let such wrongs set
the directions of our labours. Let us listen to, learn from, and work with all
students in the rooms, and their communities beyond the rooms, towards
ending the divides and supporting better social purposes for curriculum
knowledge activity.
We hope that our account of the students’ FLP work with a PTM
approach, and of the rationale for this approach, encourages impulses,
commitments and experiments for going horizontal.
Simon Taylor
Footscray Learning Precinct
simonj.taylor@vu.edu.au
Marie Brennan
University of South Australia
marie.brennan@unisa.edu.au

Lew Zipin
University of South Australia
lew.zipin@unisa.edu.au

Audits of Practice

T

he Audits and Tools that have been
developed over the last couple of years,
and published in Connect, are now available
on-line as PDFs from the Connect website:
https://bit.ly/2XVfjh1
You can download these to use with teacher or
student groups.
Resource: A reflective tool
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Student Voice, Agency, Participation:
https://bit.ly/2DhMpht
The original document that outlined concepts of ‘voice’,
‘agency’ and ‘participation’ was originally published in
Connect 229, February 2018.

Listening Tool:
https://bit.ly/2rwBnTe
This reﬂective tool is about being aware of, listening to,
responding to and acting on students’ voices. It can be used
by teachers or by student representatives. It was originally
published in Connect 235, February 2019.

Audit of School Practices:
https://bit.ly/2KWjnYZ
The Audit provides a comprehensive and structured
overview of practices around voice, agency and
participation at classroom and whole-school levels. It can
be used to discuss what you are already doing and what
further possibilities exist - and to determine your priorities.
It was originally published in Connect 236, April 2019.

Student Council Audit:
https://bit.ly/2DhMjX9
A similar Audit looks speciﬁcally at how well your Student
Council is operating. It is based on an earlier Audit in the
VicSRC’s Represent! kit, and this version was originally
published in Connect 237, June 2019.
Connect 242:

The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School, Vic

SRC planning day & beyond

A

lthough our SRC Planning Day at Mac.Rob was just a few short
weeks ago, it feels like a whole world away now. Our SRC Planning
Days are essential for our team to bond and connect and we intend
to have a Regrouping Day toward the middle of the year and a
Reﬂection Day toward the end in order to ensure that our SRC is one
that constantly evolves to better represent the students.
The Planning Day was a great
opportunity for our SRC of 43 enthusiastic
students and our lovely support teacher
to gather and ﬂesh out our ideas for
the year. The atmosphere was charged
with excitement, and our passions for
student voice featured as a focal point of
discussions during the day.
We were so grateful to hear from
Roger and Helen who prompted us with
thought-provoking ideas to consider how
we, as a Student Representative Council,
could better represent all students.
Overall, the Planning Day was the strike of
the match we needed to ﬁre us up for the
year ahead!
Many of the plans and ideas we
discussed that day featured an in-reallife element as we absolutely did not
expect to be hit by a global pandemic!
Considering the current circumstances,
we are now ﬁnding ways to adapt our
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original plans and we’re so proud of the
way our team has shown great resolve
and resilience to really make this year
the best it can be for our Macrobbians!
We’re also so grateful for our
teachers and the way that they’ve
responded to the challenges we are
facing as a school. In the case that
schools remain closed, our teachers have
been preparing to teach us through
online learning avenues such as the
Google Suite (especially Classroom and
Meet). As students we feel so supported,
which really helps reduce anxiety
about academic progress during these
uncertain times.
As School Captains, we were so
excited to ﬁnd Tribe, which is the ideal
platform for uniting all our students,
allowing them for a space to connect,
contribute, discuss, and engage. Equally
as important, it provides our portfolio

leaders, whether they are Music Captains
or Environment Captains, the opportunity
to continue leading. Connecting students
during a time of online learning is
important for us all as student leaders.
Mac.Rob has an incredible culture
of extra-curriculars, from House to Sport,
Music and Debating, just to name a
few, which all oﬀer opportunities for
connection, engagement, growth and
learning. They play an immense role in a
student’s experience in Mac.Rob, through
establishing
friendships
amongst
students, creating lifelong memories,
educating and challenging students to
broaden their horizons.
To us as leaders, having spent
the past three years immersed in our
incredible school culture, it is of utmost
importance that we ensure the magic of
Mac.Rob is preserved during this period
of time where we will be learning from
home. We will be doing everything
we can as a leadership team to ensure
students can continue to connect as they
would in school.
Meghana & Sharon
SRC Presidents
with Michaela & Aishah
School Captains
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Case Studies from the Student Voice Hub, Vic

Students on School Councils
A

ll government schools in Victoria have a School Council. The
School Council is a group of people who are given powers to set
the key directions of a school. This means that a School Council is able
to directly inﬂuence how students experience learning and education
in that school.
In this series from the VicSRC’s Student Voice Hub, student members
of School Councils across Victoria share their experiences and advice.

1. Andrew, South-East Melbourne

I

ran for School Council because I wanted to gain a deeper
understanding into how the school operates behind the scenes. I also
thought that it would be great for key stakeholders such as parents to
receive regular updates on Student Leadership at the school as well as
gain perspective directly from a student when discussing policies or
other agenda items.
I felt that the process of nominating and voting
was streamlined well, treated all candidates fairly
and felt very oﬃcial. However, I feel like not many
students knew all the candidates, which may have
led to misinformed voting. I also think most students
didn’t know much about School Council, causing
disinterest both in candidacy and voting. For my
school, the election and voting was announced via
Compass. Unfortunately, no context on what School
Council is or how the voting process would work
was provided, which I think was crucially missing.
Personally, I think all students (as well as parents
and staﬀ ) should receive information about what
the School Council is, their role and how to apply
(maybe through information released via a school’s
newsletter, announcement portal annually and
assemblies).
For me, one of the most challenging aspects
of being on the Council is going through all the
documentation before the meeting and being able
to fully understand what’s being presented. As a
representative, you receive a lot of papers and it can
take time to break down and comprehend. For all
Councillors, I feel like an induction is paramount to
allow any member of the School Council to know
what’s happening to the best of their ability.
The best bit about being a School Councillor has
been the insight that I receive both from the school
administration and parents around how the school
runs. This knowledge allows me to create informed
judgements and recommendations I can share with
the College Council based on feedback I receive from
my Student Leadership Team. The intrinsic feeling of
making a diﬀerence towards the College community
is always satisfying, making it a very worthwhile
experience being a representative.
10

Andrew’s advice for students
thinking about nominating to
join the School Council:
Do it! Especially for students who may
be curious about wanting to know how
a school operates or yearning for more
student voice, School Council is a great
avenue to share your thoughts on behalf
of your peers. If you’re not too sure about
the whole process, help is always only a
few steps away! I found that my school
administration team and past Councillors
were super helpful and gave me a good
perspective into the process of both the
election and School Council as a whole.

Andrew’s advice on how adults can make sure student
Councillors are fully included in School Council:
As students are still developing and growing (like everyone else for that
matter), it never goes astray to oﬀer a hand around interpreting ﬁnancial
reports or ask what their opinion is. Even if it’s a matter that a student may
not have a lot of knowledge around, taking the time to share what you
know so the representative can go back to their peers and go to Council
with an informed judgement will be well worth it. Everyone is on the
same side and everyone is trying to make the school a better place.
Unfortunately, some people underestimate the capacity of students
but when you’re in the business centred around students, it’s so important
to hear what they have to say. I’ve been grateful to not have experienced
this myself, but I’ve heard accounts from other students who haven’t had
this feeling and it’s a shame because students have a perspective that no
other stakeholders are able to have.

Connect 242:

2. Sienna, South-West Victoria

I

decided to run for the student position on my School Council because
I always try to extend myself within my school and community. Also,
I am passionate about making positive changes within my school
and student voice, especially the voice of students who don’t feel
comfortable talking to adults, or who struggle to get their voices heard
We have put together a few groups
to help enforce the phone ban within
because of the view some teachers may have of them.
I found the process of nominating
and voting quite easy, as only I and one
other student elected to run for School
Council out of the 800 students at my
school. A lot of students at my school view
positions such as School Council and SRC
to be nerdy and boring, and I think that’s
why not many people nominated.
For me, the most challenging thing
about being a School Council member is
deﬁnitely the feeling of not being trusted.
Sometimes I will be sitting in the meeting
and it feels like everyone is very careful
and cautious of what they say, and after
our meetings my Principals always talk to
me about how everything is conﬁdential.
When you become one of the
reasons something was improved, added
or changed within your own school the
feeling is euphoric.

I do think that, as I continue to go to
the meetings, the trust will grow. I have
not and never will disclose information
from our meetings, as I take my position
very seriously. I hope they understand
that.
On the other hand, the most
rewarding thing about being a School
Council member is being able to actually
impact the students in my school in a
positive way, and them knowing that I
will listen to them if they have anything
they want to be heard. I almost act as
a mediator between the students and
educators.
I have seen more students getting
involved in the programs we set up, but
I have only been on the School Council
for a few months so there will probably
be more to come!

my school, which has really helped the
students understand how and why
it is happening – this is because the
information has come from other students
and, in my experience, students are more
likely to listen to their peers because
they can trust them and relate to them
rather than adults. Also, we have started
renovations on our cooking classrooms
and the front of the school, which has
had the students buzzing. We are all so
excited, especially for the new cooking
rooms as we have had the exact same
ones and equipment for almost 80 years.

Sienna’s advice for students
thinking about nominating for
School Council:
I would say just go for it, but be prepared
to take on a lot of information. Also, don’t
ever be afraid to ask questions, because
that is how you get a better
understanding of things!
I personally think that
to do well in School Council,
you must be dedicated. I
am very passionate about
student voice and partnering
with teachers, educators,
and the wider community. I
understand that it is not for
everyone but, as a student,
if you think it might interest
you in the slightest, go for it.
When you become one of
the reasons something was
improved, added or changed
within your own school the
feeling is euphoric.

Sienna’s advice for
adults supporting
students:
Don’t just ask the students on
the School Council what they
think, but encourage them to
ask the other students who
don’t typically speak up, or
just ask them themselves.
Also, the adults should be
completely straight forward
with the students.
April 2020
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3. Cohen, North-West Victoria

I

ﬁrst nominated for School Council as part of the ﬁrst round of students
on School Councils after the government mandated it. I decided to run
because I wanted to develop a deeper understanding of the school’s
decision-making processes, and use this knowledge to make the SRC more
eﬀective. I especially wanted to ﬁnd more opportunities for student voice
to aﬀect school decision making. At the time, my school was planning for
major building works, and I also wanted to be able to better comprehend
the consultative process behind the building designs.
I found it really easy to nominate,
but in the ﬁrst year my school advertised
the position poorly, resulting in an
uncontested ‘election’. In 2019, the school
did a better job at advertising the position,
but it was again uncontested, showing
that there is simply little interest amongst
students at my school.
The most rewarding thing about
being on School Council is that every
School Council member, especially the
president and the principal, are very
supportive of student voice, and it has
been amazing to feel like students are
being heard at the highest level of school
decision making. For example, when
two other Councillors and I presented a
letter in support of the School Strike for
Climate Action movement that we asked
the Council to approve, the letter was
eventually accepted
and
published
in
the
school
newsletter, despite
initial concerns over
the school’s place in
supporting a ‘strike’
from school. This,
to me, showed the
strong
valuation
of student voice
amongst
the
Council, and was
great to see. The
hardest bit has been
understanding the
ﬁnance
papers.
They’re really dull
and getting my
head around these
hasn’t been the
most fun!
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Cohen’s advice on how adults can
make sure student Councilors are
fully included in School Council:
Especially for younger students (but really
for all students), asking for a student
opinion can be a valuable method for
making sure that the student members are
heard. School Council meetings can often
be dominated by only a few voices, and
when there are no gaps in the conversation
for students to jump in it can be diﬃcult
for students to have a say. It is also vital to
listen to and consider what students have
to say, perhaps steering the conversation in
this direction, as students often struggle to
be assertive with a subversive opinion.
Asking for a student opinion can be a
valuable method for making sure that the
student members are heard.

Cohen’s advice for other
students thinking about
joining the School Council:
As in any other consultative or representative position, it is very important
to be able to eﬀectively communicate.
Many student representatives, I have
seen, are either too shy to be able
to express their voice in a meeting
situation or, more often, struggle to
maintain eye contact and express
themselves in a conﬁdent manner. This
often comes across as disrespectful
to the opinions and ideas expressed
by others in the room, and while it is
important to be assertive in your role as
a student representative, a Councillor
should be able to respectfully debate a
topic and see all sides of the issue.
It should be noted that, no matter
how you express your voice, it is still
valuable student voice, and some of
the most insightful ideas come from
the crudest of voices but, as a student
representative, you should be able to
express students’ concerns eﬀectively.

Connect 242:

SVC Dilemmas

Students on School Council

T

he discussion around Students on School Council engaged
both educators and students, each sharing the way in which
their context has encouraged student participation on School Council
to diﬀering extents. To begin with, I should say that all attendees felt
that this was a wonderful opportunity not only for students to have a
stronger voice in the direction of their school but also for community
members and staﬀ members of School Council, as it provides them
with a clear and consistent link to student voice when making decisions
that impact upon students.
The students in the room spoke
about the diﬀering degrees of success in
the implementation of this initiative. Some
students in the room were members
of School Council and were elected in
the process outlined in the Improving
School Governance documentation, but
some were merely appointed by a ‘tap
on the shoulder’ or by being the School
Captain. There were also diﬃculties in
ﬁnding their feet as an equal member of
a School Council and discussions were
held about how diﬀerent schools tried to
upskill their student members (if at all) to
feel conﬁdent in speaking their mind and
bringing things to a meeting.
The staﬀ in the room talked
about their contexts and shared their
experiences of what was happening that
they could see. There were some really
pleasing commentaries where School
Councils had made some changes to
make student members feel equal, along
with some professional learning for
student members of their School Councils,
that were run by the schools themselves.
Further, students were made to be visible
and their role was clearly outlined to
the student body so that all students
were aware that they had this voice and
someone like them ‘in their corner’ when
the big decisions were being made.
One example of a really good
change was of a school that has changed
its ﬁnancial documentation to be more
accessible to the student members. This
also had the unintended eﬀect of making
it more readable to community members
as well, who were not on the ﬁnance subcommittee.
All this being said, the lack of
consistency either in documentation
given to students in ‘student friendly
April 2020

language’ or the way in which elections
were run was a point of concern for
those in attendance and an expressed
aim of the discussion to propose some
solutions.

Problems/What’s happening
in schools?
There were consistent roadblocks that
were outlined during this discussion.
As stated previously, a lack of
election and/or due process during the
election was something that came up
around the room. Some in attendance
were surprised that there was thorough
documentation outlined by the Victorian
Government about this and a process
to follow that mimicked the election of
staﬀ and community members. Students
told of how they were elected by virtue
of being School Captain, or they were
chosen by their Principal, rather than
by an election process. Worse still, at
times an election was not had because
the positions were never advertised to
students in the ﬁrst place.
A lack of induction was also
another issue. Being a School Council
member requires a lot of knowledge
and skills that are not automatically
known. Whilst there is Department
training generally for members of School
Councils, in some ways this information
is not presented in a way or at a time
that is suitable for students. Provisions
are made for schools to be ﬂexible with
student members to give them time to
read agendas and documentation, but
not for the training itself. They, like any
other member, are expected to travel to
attend an after-hours training session,
which is diﬃcult for students who need
to work and study.

At the 2019 Student Voice,
Agency and Partnerships
International Conference in
Melbourne, participants were
invited to share some dilemmas
that they wanted to discuss.
Informal groups then formed
around these topics.
Those leading these ‘dilemma
groups’ have now been invited
to share an account of what
happened. Here are some of
their descriptions:

What is needed?
Possible solutions
There were a range of possible solutions
to some consistent issues that were raised
in the discussion.
Firstly, a process of induction at a
time that was the most convenient to
the student would be beneﬁcial. Further,
this process should be completed with
the input of students who have been
members of a School Council. There are
in excess of 600 students in the state who
have sat on School Councils and they have
a wealth to say about their experiences
and how School Councils operate, but
they are an untapped resource.
Schools should also be appointing a
‘mentor’ to each student member. These
mentors should preferably be community
members and should check in with the
student members regarding how they
are feeling and any procedural issues they
may be having.
Accountability
measures
in
regards to the communication of an
election and the role and responsibility
of a School Council member need to be
implemented. If students are unaware
that this opportunity is available to
them, how eﬀectively can those who are
representing students be able to speak
on their behalf and ﬁght for them? These
processes already exist in schools that
are run by the Principal (ie for staﬀ and
13

community members) so
there is no reason why this
cannot be extended to
students.
A pipe-dream idea
was also posed during the
discussion. While it was
agreed that the idea was
an integral one to build
school culture that does
have direct input from
students, student members
of School Councils need
to be invested in. The
Victorian Government has
the responsibility to bring
these students together
(either online or face-toface) to be able to share
their experiences about
the ways in which they
have been able to use
their position to promote
student voice and be an
active member of their
School Council.

Documentation
After this discussion and
the wide range of opinions
being expressed about the
positioning of students on
School Councils (and the
consensus about its need),
I created a document
for Principals and School
Council Presidents to use
when thinking about the
process of elections and
checking in with their
student members (box on
right).

Principal/ School Council President Information Sheet

C

Student members on School Council

urrently, the school should have two students as members of the School Council.
They have the same rights as any other member of School Council, but may require
an extra level of support when beginning as a member of your School Council. The
following document is a suggested way to best support your student members.

Electoral Processes
1. Tell students (possibly through an assembly) what School Council does and what
a student member would do. It is also important to point out here how the school
will accommodate student members (eg giving them time in school to read the
agenda/documentation before a meeting). It would also be a great chance for a
School Council President to increase their visibility in the school.
2. Announce the election publicly. This should be done according to the guidelines
and done in multiple ways to accommodate for a range of students.
3. Make it easy for students to nominate (ie Have nomination papers printed and able
to be collected from one location).
4. Advertise the proposed election day.
5. Run an election as per guidelines. I would also suggest writing this up in the
newsletter and inviting a local/state politician to observe. It would also be beneﬁcial
to have as many current members of School Council present on the day to build a
culture around this.

Induction processes
1. Appoint a mentor for each student member (preferably a Community member).
2. Meet with student members before their ﬁrst meeting.
3. Get previous student member involvement (if possible) through the creation of an
alumni for student members.
4. Potentially walk through a mock meeting to show how the processes work (reading
an agenda/documentation, moving and seconding motions, giving reports, etc).
5. Set a meeting with the Finance/Business manager regarding how ﬁnance statements
work and how to read them.
6. Empower students to get wider involvement from other students by funding survey
prizes, catering focus groups, attach assisting staﬀ to help student members canvass
students.

Closing statement
The discussions had during this short period were a really
important time for a group of diﬀerent stakeholders to
sit back and consider this initiative. Considering that this
was a long fought-for change by students (especially
through the VicSRC), it is important that it gets all the
support it can get.
The enthusiasm in the room highlights the
importance of this, but the varying degrees of uptake also
point to the fact that there needs to be accountability.
Whether this comes from students in schools being aware
of their rights and ﬁghting for them, or accountability
measures being put onto schools, I don’t know. But it is
not an opportunity that any stakeholder in a school can
let slip through their ﬁngers.
Antony Monteleone
Sunbury College
antony.monteleone@education.vic.gov.au
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Language as a barrier

M

odern Australia prides itself on its multiculturalism. Our schools
and streets are melting pots of cultures. However, in our
community, language is a barrier we rarely acknowledge. Language
can be a barrier to jobs, learning, and information. It can also be a expect participation aﬀects the condition
of recognition for students. If we expect
barrier to student voice and engagement.
With this in mind, I ran an
‘unconference’ session at the Student
Voice, Agency and Partnerships
International Conference with the topic
of “Language as a Barrier”.
The million-dollar question was:
“How can we ease language as a barrier
for students?” This relates to students
whose English is not their ﬁrst language
and students with speech disabilities.
I had the opportunity to hear from
educators, students, and academics. From
their unique and diverse experiences, we
discussed issues and solutions. Some
solutions were using art to connect with
students, and creating a safe physical
and emotional environment for students.
This way, students can feel comfortable
expressing their concerns.
We also discussed teacher attitudes
towards students whose English is
not their ﬁrst language. For example,
teachers may perceive students’ silence
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as obedience or understanding, when
it could be confusion or cultural
diﬀerences.
We also explored methods of
conveying information that did not rely
on speech and language. These would
include infographics and more visual
communication. This could also work as
methods to receive feedback from nonverbal or EAL students.
I was fortunate to have some
follow-up conversations with teachers
who have non-verbal feedback
structures in place. Through talking with
them, I learned how they did it and how
it has worked for their school. Through
the discussion, I was also encouraged to
consider how language can be a barrier
for parents. Parents may have cultural
or language diﬀerences that aﬀect their
engagement in their child’s education.
We also discussed how we
approach participation. The way we

participation as questions in class, we
see students who don’t ask questions as
less engaged. This perception would put
these students at a disadvantage. Some
members also expressed that some
students may choose not to speak up,
and that is not inherently bad. After all,
that is essentially their ‘student voice’.
It was incredible to have the
opportunity to talk extensively about
something I’m passionate about. The
discussion we had was incredible, and I
wish it could have gone longer. However,
acknowledging how much we rely on the
‘voice’ in student voice is just one small
step. I hope that, through the recognition
of this dilemma, we can ﬁnd more
methods to ease this barrier. I hope that
we can move forward together for a more
inclusive student voice in Australia.
Lynn Li Gan
School Captain 2020
Mount Waverley Secondary College
lynnligan@gmail.com
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The 2020 Victorian mobile phone ban:
Is it necessary?

L

ast December, Duc-Tri Bui, Siena Gladstone and I ran a dilemma
group at the Student Voice, Agency and Partnerships
International Conference, discussing the pros and cons of the
upcoming mobile phone ban about to be applied in Victorian
government schools.
There was a large and diverse group
of the audience attending the session and
contributing their voices from diﬀerent
perspectives. They included primary and
secondary school students, university
students, teachers, principals, researchers
and professors from all around the states.
Although the ban had not come into
eﬀect across the state, we were able
to generate feedback from those who
already experienced the ban in their
schools.
Our dilemma was conducted in
the form of small group discussions. The
audience was divided into a group of ﬁve
or six and addressed the question: “Is the
mobile phone ban at Victorian schools
necessary”.
According
to
the
Victorian
Minister
for
Education,
James
Merlino, the ban is to combat
cyberbullying. From his statement (on
https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/):
‘Half of all young people have
experienced cyberbullying. By
banning mobiles, we can stop
them at the school gate.’
It can be acknowledged that
without mobile phones at schools,
students’ privacy will be protected
because they will not be taken photos of
by other students without their consent.
Therefore, the risk of cyberbullying may
reduce. In addition, if students can spend
more time on their study and less time on
their mobile during school hours, their
academic performance will be improved,
while the risk of being cyberbullied may
be minimised.
However, cyberbullying does not
only occur at school; it can eventuate
anywhere outside schools, whenever
students are online. So while it is true
that banning the use of mobile phones at
school can ‘stop it (cyberbullying) at the
16

school gate’, it is not suﬃcient to protect
young people from being cyberbullied.
Therefore, there need to be other
measures to stop cyberbullying, and
banning phones may not make much
diﬀerence.
In addition, the phone ban may
have an impact on students’ academic
activities. It can create inconvenience
and frustration for students, especially
when they need to check their updated
class timetable. The majority of schools
in Victoria use Compass as a platform to
communicate with their students about
class timetables and learning tasks, as
well as to upload learning resources
for students. Before the phone ban
was put in place, students were able
to timely check where our next class
was, and be updated if there were any
last-minute room changes via mobile
phone. Since the ban came into eﬀect,
this convenience is no longer available.
Therefore, many students are left

confused and uncertain as to where they
need to go for the next class and, as a
result, they sometimes get detention for
coming to class late. While we can still
access Compass via our laptop, it is not
as instant, handy and convenient as via
phone. This is because, when we use a
laptop, we need to type in the password,
then we have to connect to the internet,
then we have to log into our Compass
account, and this is not always possible,
especially when we are trying to get what
we urgently need while standing in a
busy corridor. We may also risk dropping
and damaging our laptop.
In short, while the mobile phone
ban has some advantages, I believe that
the disadvantages are more weighty.
Therefore, instead of completely banning
school students from using mobile
phones at school, there needs to be some
ﬂexibility in this ban to allow students to
use the phone for their study purpose.
Special thanks to my mum, Dr
Huyen Bui for helping me edit this, and
to Connect for giving me this amazing
opportunity.
Daniel Vo
Year 9, Camberwell High School
with Duc-Tri Bui
Year 11, Melbourne High School
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Maintaining morale in a school context

A

t last December’s Student Voice, Agency and Partnerships
International Conference, I was fortunate enough to lead a
group during one of our ‘unconference’ sessions centred around
the challenge of ‘maintaining morale in a school context’. This
image of morale could range from the pride that stakeholders
have in their school, to the aura around a school at lunchtime or
recess, all the way to the classroom setting where an eﬀective
learning environment can very much depend on the mindset of
the students and teacher within it.
The central discussions of our
unconference were around what we, as
a range of both primary and secondary
students, as well as several teachers,
principals and student support members,
can do to ensure a positive morale is kept
in the classroom and throughout the
learning process.
The biggest point taken out of
our roughly half an hour of group
discussion is the beneﬁts that the most
basic human pleasantries can have on
eﬀective learning – whether it be through
encouraging students at the beginning of
class to discuss how their weekend was in
order to develop a closer rapport before
the lesson content begins, to breaking
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up longer periods of class into more
manageable blocks of roughly 25 to 30
minutes, reminiscent of the Pomodoro
Technique.
Some of the students from
Rosanna Primary School, who had given
a very insightful presentation to all the
conference attendees earlier that day,
further supported the idea that even
the most basic of human interaction,
such as a welcoming hello and a smile,
can increase morale of a class. Some of
the secondary students in the group
backed that up in the higher year levels
of schooling, where even these actions
can get lost with the systematic process
of learning that the system sets.

We discussed how this concept of
morale should not be restricted to only
teachers and leaders in a school to set,
but that it is something that any student
can ingrain into their own routine to
increase the morale in any classroom
they enter. This enhances the enjoyment
of the learning for all parties involved
in the classroom, inclusive of students,
staﬀ, principals and student support
individuals, and consequently support
the achievement of learning objectives.
A key take away from our discussion
was that the intangible, human element
of learning is vital in ensuring enjoyment
and positive ‘morale’ is at peak in the
classroom and in the wider school
community. Whilst it isn’t something
that you can label as a single ‘system’, a
continual thought about what each of us
can do to make sure we all have a smile on
our faces and ‘embrace the process’ was on
our minds as we ﬁnished the unconference
to take to the following presentations and
mixed group discussions!
Demitri Kaminis
2019 College Captain
Mount Waverley Secondary College
demitrikaminis@gmail.com
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Curriculum that leads to student voice

A

t the Melbourne conference (Student Voice, Agency and
Partnerships International Conference, December 2019) it struck
me, from an Irish perspective, that there was little or no mention of
curriculum as a driver for student voice. It seemed clear to me that,
from an Australian and a Victorian State perspective, student voice
was strongly embedded in both policy and practice in schools and
classrooms. The motivations of rights, personalised learning, school
improvement and student agency seem to be to the fore.
This is laudable, advancing and
seems very impressive. Victoria’s student
voice policy Amplify: Empowering
students through voice, agency and
leadership reﬂects both the policy
commitment and its expression in
practice across a range of schools in the
state.
I simply pose the question: does
curriculum have a role in leading student
voice?
In the Irish context, I would argue
that curriculum is playing a key role
as a driver of student voice. When I
say curriculum, I mean the written,
planned and prescribed curriculum: the
document that guides the teacher and
the classroom experiences for students.
This informs the enacted curriculum that
is translated into learner experiences by
the teacher and students.

learning, higher-order thinking and
problem solving. The teacher’s role is
positioned as a ‘caring facilitator and
guide’ to provide ‘eﬀective learning
experiences’ (Department of Education
and Skills (DES), 1999, p.20). While not
overtly emphasising student voice, the
potential is there.

Curriculum frameworks
An Irish student will initially experience
Aistear (Journey), as an early years’
curricular experience. This is the curricular
framework from birth to age six and is
structured around 12 key pillars that
include Equality, Diversity and Children
as Citizens:
‘Children are citizens with rights and
responsibilities. They have opinions
that are worth listening to, and have
the right to be involved in making
decisions about matters which
aﬀect them’. (Aistear, 2009 p.8).
Aistear speaks to rights, agency,
partnership and empowerment, clearly
emphasising a voice for students in their
classroom learning experiences.
The Primary Curriculum (1999)
is clearly constructivist, emphasising
pedagogy based on agency, activity and
discovery. It focuses on skills, collaborative
18

While Aistear clearly positions the
child as agentic and is framed within
Article 12 of the UNCRC, it is the new
Framework for Junior Cycle (2015), the
curriculum for lower secondary, that
arguably has become the signiﬁcant
curricular driver of student voice in Irish
schools. This represents a signiﬁcant
change in practice for teachers, and new
classroom experiences for students.

Formative assessment
Formative assessment principles are
central here. The signiﬁcant emphasis
on formative assessment involves
teachers and students reﬂecting on
learning, developing and negotiating
learning intentions and success criteria,
and having formative assessment
conversations in the classroom.

Feedback also features strongly, as
learning intentions and success criteria
should form the basis of feedback to
students. Students are also encouraged
to reﬂect on their own progress and to
provide feedback to their teachers. Clearly,
this points to student voice in pedagogy.
This driver of student voice is new
in the Irish context and has the potential
to further embed student voice in the
classroom.
In parallel, the DES Inspectorate
published a school self-evaluation
framework: Looking at our School (LAOS,
2016), to inform both internal and external
school evaluation. This places student
voice in a signiﬁcantly strong position
as school leadership is encouraged to
promote and facilitate the development
of student voice, student participation
and student leadership. Students are
recognised as stakeholders with an
active role in decision-making and
policy development. In the classroom:
‘teachers engage with students’
opinions, dispositions and contexts,
and modify their teaching practice to
build on opportunities and address
limitations that they present’ (LAOS,
2016. P.19).
Arguably, the embedding of this
self-evaluation framework in parallel
with the curricular Framework for
Junior Cycle, represents the strongest
opportunity for student voice in Irish
classrooms.
Curriculum is one of many key
drivers for student voice currently, and
support agencies for teachers and school
leaders in Ireland are strongly emphasising
a voice for students in the classroom.
For me, the challenge is one of
motivation. Curriculum can empower
student voice, participation, agency
and leadership. Through curriculum
we can vindicate the rights of the child
in the classroom setting. The risk is
that the motivation of evaluation and
performativity can counter this very
positive development.
Dr. Domnall Fleming
School of Education, University College
Cork, Ireland
domnall.ﬂeming@ucc.ie
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How to embrace student voice and agency but
still get through the VCE (etc) study design?

I

n this my fourth year as a teacher, I have taken on the Student
Leadership Coordinator position at my school. In taking on this
This initiative would require prerole I am fully supportive of the concept of student voice and agency.
learning and pre-reading and students
I consider them vital to student engagement, student-teacher watching videos before they come to
relationships and creating a positive school environment.
class to gain maximum value from these
The Dilemma
However, I also teach two separate Year
12 subjects and ﬁnding a happy medium
between student voice and agency and
suﬃciently meeting the demands of
the study design is challenging. There
are times as a teacher I ﬁnd we have to
push through the content very quickly
and it doesn’t necessarily lend itself to
accommodating student agency.
I have some potential thoughts on
this matter but I was interested to get the
opinions of other teachers and students
and ﬁnd out whether other people are
facing this same dilemma. It turns out
there were many others in this situation,
which made me feel better. It also proved
to be a very valuable forum on what to
consider in the future.

done right now within the study design
to identify times throughout the year
that may allow for student input and
amend class activities accordingly.
It was quite consistent amongst all
involved in the conversation (students
and teachers) that student voice and
agency is still a relatively new concept
being introduced within schools. Rather
than feeling the pressure of introducing
massive change immediately, the focus
should instead be on small, visible ‘wins’
early on, to get student and teacher
buy-in, which will ideally have a snow
ball eﬀect.

The Discussion
There was quite a bit of discussion around
getting students asking questions of
each other and not just of the teacher.
This would allow students to direct their
own learning and build their knowledge
base, while providing stronger students
the opportunity to extend themselves.
As teachers, we are mindful of building
student capacity ahead of university, and
growing their ability to be proactive in
their learning would be a positive step (in
our opinion).
Another thing that was spoken about,
which could build relationships without
impeding on time in the classroom, is
teachers being present in the VCE study
area, when possible, to answer questions
and discuss issues students have. Being
more accessible will hopefully lead to
students asking questions and not just
accepting what is being presented to
them.
One other recommendation given
was for teachers to look at what can be
April 2020

The Suggestions
One suggestion that was oﬀered was
to consider running tutorials (probably
more suited to double periods or single
periods if they are 75 minutes in duration)
that contain a range of activities for
students to choose from during that
extended lesson. These activities would
appeal to a range of student learning
styles, which they could choose from
depending on what they felt like doing
on that particular day.
Possible activities could include:
o Debates
o Self correction
o Practical questions
o Theory questions
o Practice SAC questions
o Group vs individual activities

activities.
A theme that arose during the
discussion was to try and avoid ‘death
by powerpoint’. As teachers we can fall
into this trap, however it was mentioned
that research suggests that students can
struggle to read and listen at the same
time. Powerpoint and lecture at the
same time can be counter-productive,
particularly over extended periods of
time.
Students participating in this
dilemma discussion did indicate that an
over-reliance on powerpoints can lead to
disengagement.
A few other points of discussion
included:
•
Encourage community engagement
of students to see real life situations
and prepare them beyond the
classroom;
•
Look for opportunities outside the
classroom to develop voice and
agency;
•
Teachers to observe other teachers
and talk to them about what is/isn’t
working in their class with diﬀerent
students;
•
Make mistakes for students to
critique (make them question what
you are doing and why, not just
blindly copying down notes);
•
Get past students to come back to
the school to discuss their career
pathways and university experiences
with current students;
•
40% of students don’t complete their
undergraduate degree; we must
provide students with the soft skills
to think critically, which will prepare
them for university.
James Daﬀey
Kew High School
James.Daﬀey@kew.vic.edu.au
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Diversifying the educational workforce

S

imilarly to other countries, the United States is facing numerous
challenges in its educational system: from adequate government
funding, to access/achievement gaps, to racial and economic
segregation. One ongoing problem is the need to diversify the
educational workforce. That is, the cadre of teachers and administrators
overwhelmingly identify as White (NCES, 2018), while the diversiﬁcation
of the US student population has grown dramatically (Riser-Kositsky,
2019). As the chart below shows, there are notable diﬀerences between
the racial/ethnic identities of teachers and students in US schools.
� ����������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������

Why is this a ‘Dilemma’?
While there is deﬁnitely a push in popular
culture to view ‘diversity’ and historically
minoritised peoples in positive terms,
whether and how this actually plays
out in formerly colonised areas of the
world has been less than satisfactory in
most instances. And when it comes to
‘voice,’ in increasingly diverse societies,
one must ask, along with Gayatri Spivak
(1988): ‘Can the subaltern speak?’ That
is, can even our most well-intentioned
eﬀorts truly carve out a space for
minoritised students to speak freely,
develop their skills, and co-lead schools?
Or are we inadvertently colonialising,
rather than democratising, our student
voice eﬀorts?
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Since diversity and minoritisation
varies historically and geographically,
and involves a variety of social identities
such as race/ethnicity, gender/sexuality,
religion, language, it is important for
educators to identify and understand
who the minoritised are in their schools
as well what contexts reproduce
marginalisation in school (Khalifa, 2018,
p. 19). This means reﬂecting on the
people with whom we work (students,
families, staﬀ ) and examining our
attitudes and beliefs critically since
power imbalances and cultural conﬂicts
within classrooms and schools are a
reﬂection of our larger society. As Delpit
(1995) put it:

We do not really see through our
eyes or hear through our ears,
but through our beliefs. To put
our beliefs on hold is to cease to
exist as ourselves for a moment
- and that is not easy. It is painful
as well, because it means turning
yourself inside out, giving up your
own sense of who you are, and
being willing to see yourself in
the unﬂattering light of another’s
angry gaze. (pp. 46-47)

What conclusions did the
‘Dilemma Group’ come to?
When interested folks came together
to explore this topic, one thing became
clear straight away: Group members from
Australia and America had very diﬀerent
interpretations of what the dilemma of
diversifying the educational workforce
meant.
Like me, participants from the
American context discussed the need
to diversify the educational workforce
because of the ongoing cultural
disconnect between the mostly White,
English-speaking teachers trained in our
traditional US programs and the diverse
families and students they served.
On the other hand, Australian
participants expressed that the relatively
recent diversiﬁcation of the educational
workforce in Australia is a problem.
Participants noted that due to shortages,
teachers were increasingly being
recruited from other countries, resulting
in a cultural disconnect between the
diversifying workforce and the mostly
White, English-speaking students and
families they served.
Quite honestly, we needed more
time (a few days/weeks/months/years?)
to probe these issues adequately. The
only conclusions we could agree upon
were that:
1) context, indeed, matters greatly;
2) success of student voice eﬀorts
depend greatly on contextual
complexities, and;
3) issues of diversity, prejudice, and
power should be explored and
questioned more deeply moving
forward if we are to continue to
Connect 242:

strengthen the work we all care about
greatly.

Some ﬁnal thoughts
Some ﬁnal thoughts for consideration
come from Mansﬁeld, Welton, & Halx
(2012) who urge us to view the ‘Student
Voice Continuum’ (see Figure, right) as
existing within the sociocultural contexts
of schools with speciﬁc leadership
practices acting as a buﬀer and bridge
between our conceptions of ‘doing’
student voice as they relate to our
particular cultural contexts.
While conceptions of democratic
practice are well represented in both
the educational leadership and student
voice literatures, we believe a more
purposeful coupling of the two can
help us reconceptualise our approach to
how we develop and enact our student
voice endeavours. It is not enough to
create forums for students to ‘have’ a
voice. Educators, especially those in
leadership, must actively critique and
destabilise oppressive school structures
in order to ultimately create positive and
innovative learning environments where
the ‘subaltern’ cannot only speak, but be
‘subaltern’ no more.
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Student Agency and Teacher Agency

T

he dilemma I chose to pitch for the Unconference was Student even demands, a level of agency and it
Agency and Teacher Agency. I was very conscious to make it is corrupt or poisonous to be promoting
this to students if it is not being aﬀorded
‘and’ rather than ‘versus’.
The reason I wanted to discuss this
is that, last year, I began a leadership
role that related speciﬁcally to student
agency, as a Learning Specialist in a
Victorian government school.
What I gathered over time,
from professional development,
academic and professional
reading, as well as just chatting
to colleagues, was that there
was a tension between student
agency and teacher agency.
In some schools, cultivating
student agency was clearly
coming at the cost of teacher
agency.
Accountability
mechanisms
were
being
implemented to force teachers
to ensure particular forms of
student voice and agency in
their classroom.
This raises big questions.
When a teacher is reluctant to
reform, how do you ensure compliance?
Is it justiﬁed if it is for the greater good of
student voice and agency? Some school
leaders certainly thought so.
On the ﬂipside, the book Teacher
Agency by Priestly, Biesta and Robinson
was starting to gain traction in certain
circles. This book advocates what
they call an ‘ecological approach’ that
relates agency to school cultures and
structures, meaning you cannot have
student agency without also having
teacher agency. Someone cannot teach
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empowerment unless they too are
empowered.
There were many school leaders
and policymakers at the conference, so
I wanted to hear
what they had
to say.
On
a
side note, the
structure of the
Unconference
was something
that it took a
moment for all of
us to warm up to.
There was a big
group of people,
which
was
encouraging.
Some, I think,
were expecting
me to give a lecture oﬀ the cuﬀ, whereas
I had no intention of this and instead
was wanting to hear what everyone
thought. So I gave a brief introduction,
similar to that of the ﬁrst paragraph, and
then asked for contributions. After a
short pause, they got going.
It quickly became evident that the
room was in broad consensus and they
advocated a similar approach to that
of the Teacher Agency book. Instead of
the term ‘ecological’, the conversation
became a discussion of what it is to be
a citizen. The language being used was
that democratic citizenship provides, or

to teachers.
There was then a ‘hijacking’ of the
conversation with complaints made about
constricting accountability measures
made by education departments not
allowing this to be properly expressed,
with one wry reply that those in
government departments probably
have the least amount of agency of any
stakeholder in this area. There were also
grumblings about the fact that a system
that is obsessed with tests and assessment
cannot allow proper agency to ﬂourish.
The session ﬁnished with me
summarising what people had said and
highlighting that it was fascinating how
quickly the conversation had turned to
being about democracy.
I found this movement of
conversation to democracy astounding.
I personally have a strong belief in
democratic education and, when I’m not
banging on about student agency, I’ll be
banging on about civics and citizenship
education. I should clarify that once I
started the conversation, I didn’t pipe in
again until the end.
So the conversation had ended up
in ﬁerce agreement with my own ideals of
its own accord. It was heartening to be in
a room of such fervent agreement. It also
made me wonder where the advocates
for the other approach were.
Adam Brodie-McKenzie
The University High School
abrodiemckenzie@unihigh.vic.edu.au
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Sabotaging Meaningful Student Involvement

W

hen adults assume and exert power and control over students, they
often dismantle, demean or otherwise harm student voice. This article
shows several ways Meaningful Student Involvement can be sabotaged.
For more than a century, the education system has been
adult-driven, rarely making space for students in educational
leadership. In the last 20 years though, more schools are
considering student voice in decision-making. Unfortunately,
it seems that many adults in schools are keeping just a few
students in the room to remember why schools exist, instead
of actually engaging many students as equitable partners in
substantive decision-making practices.
Whether it’s by accident or on purpose, this approach
sabotages Meaningful Student Involvement. There are many
ways students, educators and school leaders could work
together to make schools better places. However, in order for
that to happen adults have to understand the value of students
as partners throughout the education system.
Dana Mitra wrote: “Partnering with students to identify
school problems and possible solutions reminds teachers
and administrators that students possess unique knowledge
and perspectives about their schools that adults cannot fully
replicate. Students can raise tough issues that administrators
and teachers might not highlight—including examining
structural and cultural injustices within schools rather than
blaming failing students for not succeeding in schools.”
(Savrock, 2014)
The following is an exploration of sabotage, and diﬀerent
ways it is a barrier to Meaningful Student Involvement.

to students and adults, educate them about the frameworks
and options, and then allow them to make up their own minds
about whether they want to be involved.

Understanding Sabotoge

Whitewashing Students

To sabotage something is to destroy, damage, or obstruct it,
especially for some kind of advantage. Adults and students
can sabotage Meaningful Student Involvement. This happens
when we see student voice as a tool to manipulate, twist and
turn to achieve a goal in education. We can stop sabotaging
students though, and to begin, we have to understand the ways
it happens. The following are several ways in which Meaningful
Student Involvement is sabotaged.

In the United States today, there are more than 56 million K-12
students. There is no way that any one individual, organisation,
hash-tag, or movement can represent all of those young
people.
In
this
changing
nation, it is more important
than ever to honour
pluralism. Pluralism is when
smaller groups within a
larger society maintain
their
unique
cultural
identities, and larger groups
honour their identities. A
characteristic of Meaningful
Student Involvement is
Personal
Commitment,
which includes honouring
all voices for their diversity of experience and knowledge.
There’s no reason to pretend that all voices are represented
by one voice, particularly if that voice does not and cannot
eﬀectively represent their peers.
Allowing room for diversity and diﬀerence is positive, and
enhances the meaningfulness of student involvement.

Forcing Involvement
When adults try to force
something to be meaningful,
it undermines their best
intentions.
Students
do
not
depend on adult approval to
share student voice; instead,
they inadvertently and
explicitly share it in dozens of
ways throughout the school
day. Similarly, adults cannot
force something to be meaningful for students—they are the
ultimate judges. Introduce Meaningful Student Involvement
April 2020

Silencing Voice
One of the most
insidious ways that adults
undermine Meaningful
Student Involvement can
be very overt and very
subversive, sometimes
at the same times. When
teachers ask students
to deposit their cell
phones in a box before
class begins, they are
silencing student voice.
Demanding
students
dress and talk a certain
way before a school board or committee is silencing student
voice. Leaving the experiences of students out of classroom
lesson plans or ignoring the histories of the ethnic cultures
students come from are examples of silencing students, too.
Intentionally making spaces for engaging a wide range of
students in activities and creating broad opportunities to learn,
teach and lead in diverse ways is meaningfulness in action.
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Showboating Abilities
The student voice movement is not the same as basketball or
business, and there is no room for showboating.
This is a diverse
movement ﬁlled with
multiple
perspectives
and
broad
actions
focused on many, many
issues.
Showboating
happens when some-one
exaggerates their own
skills, talents, or abilities.
In the student voice
movement,
individual
young people may be
tempted to self-promote and make it sound as if they are the
only students, or their organisation or program is the only
student voice program of value.
Instead of focusing on themselves, Meaningful Student
Involvement engages all voices and teaches students and
adults to honour the contributions and abilities of all students
everywhere all the time in order to avoid showboating.

Student Pedestals
Adults can be easy to amaze.
Seduced
by
mainstream media
and
politicians
who
routinely
dismiss the positive
power of youth,
adults often feel
like they’ve discovered gold when
students stand up for
themselves and work
together to create
change. In some
instances, they lean
on these students
constantly and raise them to the point of infallibility. I call
this pedestaling students. It includes romanticising, which is
making someone always right and out of way of questioning.
Focusing on our shared humanity, Meaningful Student
Involvement has room for disagreement and mistakes, and
models consensus and collaboration. It is a continuous learning
process that engages all participants - adults and students - as
equitable partners without artiﬁcially or superﬁcially elevating
one voice above all others.

Making Students Heroes
In a room with too few representatives, a particularly loud
voice standing above all others can sound brave and unique,
especially when they represent an under-acknowledged
majority.
This is especially true in the student voice movement. Just
because a young person puts on a suit and discusses education
reform in a way that makes adults listen to them does not
make them heroic or a superhero. It makes them dressed right
and well-versed. In the same way, there are organisations and
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programs in the student
voice movement that
are made heroic too.
They are made out
to represent students
particularly well or be
the ‘right’ whenever
they talk. Among the
56 million students
in schools though,
adults do not lionise
programs that make
them
uncomfortable
or ideas that are too
far from their acceptance. The ones that are uplifted are
generally satisfactory to adults who make decisions about
funding, data usage in schools, and education leadership.
Organisational heroism is also a danger to the student voice
movement.
Meaningful Student Involvement makes room for young
people who do not please or appeal to them so easily, and
emphasises teaching young people about the education
system that aﬀects them so much.

Lowballing Involvement
There is more out there than just what you see.
Many organisations and individuals today are calling for
students to be informants to adult decision-making in schools.
They want student voice to be heard. They want a seat at the
table for students. There’s a lot more at stake for students than
simply being able to talk or be represented somewhere. In
reality, students
comprise up to
94% of any given
school building’s
population. They
should be fully
integrated into
the operations
of every single
school, if only
for their energy
and to educate
them
about
democracy.
Every layer of
educational bureaucracy should infuse students as well,
positioning in them in powerful roles that aﬀect not only
individual students, but all students; not as recipients, but as
active partners who design, implement, critically assess, and
make substantive decisions about the education system as a
whole. Additionally, while organisations like PSU represent a
sophisticated, deep understanding of the complex underbelly
of schools today, many people and programs in the student
voice movement simply do not get it. Reduced to reacting,
they rally students around the apparent problems in schools
without recognising the deeper issues.
Reaching much further than simply acting like the
ﬂavour-of-the-day, Meaningful Student Involvement
positions students as constant, deliberate, and fully engaged
partners throughout all of education, all of the time.
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Students as Sockpuppets

Stopping Sabotage

A lot of adults use students as sockpuppets: we give
them verbiage and give them the issues adults expect
them to address.
Intentional or not, this usage of students is designed
to deceive the people who are listening, to make
them think that what’s being said is genuine student
voice. In schools, sockpuppetry is often coupled with
manipulation: if students do what adults say, they’ll be
rewarded; if they do not follow expectations, they’ll be
punished in some form. Students often do not know
they’re being used to prop up an adult’s perspective.
Sometimes
adults use students
to
provide
an
alternate or opposite
perspective to their
own. This is called
strawman
sockpuppetry.
Having
no real authority to
enact anything in
education without
adult approval, adults
may
deliberately
position
students
to say outlandish or
contrary things, only to show their perspective as more
valid, valuable, and important.
Meaningful Student Involvement deliberately
positions both traditional and nontraditional student
voice to be heard in safe and supportive environments,
ensuring that students speak for themselves and are
treated as equitable partners with adults throughout
education.

The key to preventing student voice from undermining Meaningful
Student Involvement is to follow the pathways described throughout
this handbook. However, it is equally important to move beyond
these pathways by inventing and re-inventing involvement in
every situation for every student all of the time. Maintaining critical
vigilance for purposeful or accidental sabotage is vital, as is taking
deliberate steps to address the ways described above.
Preventing
undermining
may
require
what
poet
Audre Lorde refers to
as “transformation of
silence into language
and action [as] an
act of self-revelation.”
(Lorde, 1984) Paying
attention to the dangers
within student voice
by engaging schools
through
Meaningful
Student
Involvement
honours the legacy
of past and present eﬀorts. With more students and more adults
working together to transform the education system, the very least
we can do is honour their contributions.
Meaningful Student Involvement actually moves beyond that
by powerfully enshrining, codifying and infusing transformation.
More importantly, meaningfully involving students gives space for
students and adults to share in the deliberate and ongoing critical
examination of that enshrinement and codiﬁcation. Not only does
this discourage education systems from stagnation and irrelevance,
it makes consistent critical thinking the norm, eﬀectively elevating
the roles of both students and adults throughout schools.
Adam Fletcher
SoundOut, 2015
info@adamﬂetcher.net
https://bit.ly/2UxoqTN
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Freechild Institute, USA

Youth voice at home

D

uring the COVID-19 Pandemic we’re being asked to shelter at
home and socially distance ourselves from our friends, family
and co-workers. Young people are suddenly without schools, the basis
of many of their social networks, and they are constantly surrounded
by their family. This is a new reality that demands adults learn how to
shelter at home with youth voice.

people. The expressions of children and
youth, including their thoughts, ideas,
knowledge, wisdom and actions, are still
valid and important. I’m concerned with
how parents listen to youth voice, and
engage youth voice intentionally.

who, where, how, what, or why children
and youth choose to express themselves.
Young people don’t even have to strive
to make themselves heard because
they’re always expressing themselves.
The question isn’t whether youth are
sharing their voices; its whether adults
are listening to what’s being shared.
While we’re all locked up at home
right now, some of us live with young

Following are some types of youth voice
at home:

Youth voice is any expression
of any young person about
anything, anywhere, at any
time, for any reason.
I deﬁne youth voice as any expression
of any young person about anything,
anywhere, at any time, for any reason.
There are no limits or boundaries for youth
voice because it isn’t up to adults when,
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Types of Youth Voice at home

Decision-Making
There are two types of decision-making
at home: personal and household.
Household decisions aﬀect everyone in
the home; personal decisions only aﬀect
individual people. Youth voice can be
shared in decision-making in many ways,
including places to go together, family
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food, decorating, shared activities and
household budgets. These all aﬀect
the household. Eating, clothing, and
bathing are personal decisions. Since
young people are members of houses,
everything they do can aﬀect every
other person in the house, including
seemingly personal decision-making.

Feedback
Giving feedback doesn’t just happen
from adults-to-children; instead, it
happens from children-to-adults and
children-to-children. It happens all the
time too, whether or not adults are
listening or even want to hear it. Youth
voice can be shared in feedback given
about any subject or activity at home.

Creativity
Young people are constantly creative,
whether they are in their own space
being personally creative or creating out
loud for everyone around them to see,
hear, feel, taste or touch. Creativity shows
youth voice within houses in all kinds of
ways, including music, painting, poetry
or knitting, as well as moving furniture,
making meals or other expressions.

Learning
Children and youth are teaching and
learning all the time at home. The
subjects and the issues they’re learning
about vary, and include things unique
to their home like family history, making
food, and constructing walls; as well as
things they share with young people
around the world, like gaming and tech,
creative writing or academic subjects.
Young people also learn through
teaching their siblings and their parents.
Youth voice comes through learning in
all these ways and many more.
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Problem-Solving

Communication

When faced with challenges aﬀecting the
whole family, children and youth can be
partners with adults in the home to solve
problems. Creating opportunities for that
collaboration can foster family cohesion
and positive belonging for everyone
involved. Youth voice can come through
problem-solving at home in many ways,
especially in day-to-day activities as well
as long-term.

The styles of communication in a household
reﬂect youth voice indirectly and very
directly. Whether it’s communication
between adults and children or from
child-to-child, all communication in a
household is an expression of countless
factors. These expressions can happen
through spoken words and unspoken
body language, actions by a person as
well as inaction, and many other ways.
Youth voice is shared in the ways young
people express themselves: the topics
and subjects expressed about, the timing
of expressions, who they are expressed
towards and with, and where they are
expressed.

Energy
The way people in a house think and feel
aﬀects how they treat each other. This
treatment sets the household tone and
culture, and is a visible factor to anyone
within the home. The energy of the house
is reﬂected in the language, attitudes,
beliefs and ideals within and among the
people who live there.

Recreation
For young people, having fun, relaxing
and recreation is essential to daily living.
Whether its gaming or reading, dancing or
bicycling, there are many ways recreation
happens. Recreation can share youth
voice in many ways, including making
decisions and the tone of the recreation,
the choice of activities and the people
who are chosen to participate.

Consumption
Household consumption is a choice
everyone makes all the time, and those
choices are a type of youth voice. Whether
young people are consuming food,
electricity or otherwise, they can make
their decisions about consumption on
their own, help others in the household
make their choices, and partner with
adults at home to choose how to
consume things.

Health
Our health, including our mental,
physical and spiritual realities, includes
our sleep, food, exercise, surroundings,
activities and much more. Youth voice
is expressed through health in all ways,
because ultimately every way a person
treats themselves reﬂects their thoughts,
knowledge, feelings, ideas, and wisdom.

Mindsets
Our mindset is the mental framework
we approach the world with. Youth
voice reﬂects mindsets, and mindsets
reﬂect youth voice. Young people share
their core beliefs, personal assumptions,
cultural wisdom and much more through
their mindsets.
These are some types of youth voice
at home. What would you add to the
list?
Adam Fletcher
Freechild Institute
info@adamﬂetcher.net
https://freechild.org/youth-voice-at-home/
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A Modest Proposal, UK

School students need time and space to think
and to pursue their interests and questions

I

t seems to me that the crucial commodity that children and young
people need in order to ﬁnd and deepen their interests and identity
is time. Time to think, time to wonder, time to create, time to hang out
with their friends, time to ﬁnd out who they are, time to relax and just
be idle for a while – and a space to do it in.
Yet this is the one thing that English
state funded secondary schools, and
increasingly primary schools as well,
deprive them of. Lunch hours and
playtimes are shortened or cut. The
encroachment on their free time is not
just during the school day but also at
home, in the evenings and at week-ends
with endless homework and test/exam
revision.
Even in this time of Corona Virus and
school closure, many schools are aiming
to teach and task-set on a full school day
basis. Some parents are expecting and
requiring this, though a growing number
are not.
We know that it is perfectly possible
to have a school system with high
attainment that does not do this. Finland,
for example, under the banner of “Less
Is More” has a shorter school day than
ours with minimal homework – a legal
maximum of 30 minutes per night in
total and none at week-ends, which are
held to belong to the students – and no
high-stakes national tests until the ﬁnal
year of school. Despite this, academic
performance is better on average in
Finland than England.

Activities days/weeks
When I was deputy head of an English
comprehensive school in the 1980s, the
students proposed that we should have
occasional ‘activities’ days when they
and the teachers together could create a
wide program of activities that students
of any age could choose from. Parents
were supportive and many became
involved. The variety was amazing, as was
the enthusiasm! It was very successful
and very popular so we extended it to an
‘activities week’ in the summer term.
The process of negotiation involved
was itself an education in democracy
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and mutual respect. Relationships
were transformed with much use of
ﬁrst names. At the point where I left
the school to become an inspector, the
idea was being discussed of having an
‘activities week’ every term – which
would have represented about 8%
of annual curriculum time. No-one
regarded this as time lost or wasted
– far from it. Some students previously
disengaged from school changed their
attitudes entirely.
As an inspector, I once inspected
a secondary school of 1300 students in
a rural area where many students could
not take part in extra-curricular activities
because of long bus journeys home.
The head, staﬀ, governors, parents and
students’ council decided to move
‘extra-curricular’ into curriculum time.
They allocated half a day per week (10%
of curriculum time) to a large and wide
ranging program of ‘electives.’ These
were negotiated between students
and staﬀ around the interests and
enthusiasms of both. As in my school,
these negotiations were themselves
an education for democracy, and
relationships
were
transformed.
Students of diﬀerent ages could join any
group they chose. Some were led by
students themselves.
The program was very popular
with all the groups involved. A parent
told me that their children would ‘get
oﬀ their death beds to get to school on
electives day!’ In fact, part of my job as
an inspector was to check the student
attendance ﬁgures for each half-day
of the week. The highest ﬁgure was
consistently for ‘electives’ afternoon. I
also checked the school’s examination
record. It was signiﬁcantly better than
might have been expected for a school
in such a socioeconomic environment.

A modest proposal
So – my modest proposal. All state-funded
schools, both primary and secondary,
should be encouraged to allocate at least
10% of curriculum time to be negotiated
around the interests of the students and
staﬀ: time for individual or collaborative
self directed education, with the teachers
being available as facilitators or ‘experts’
if their services were requested by the
students. Sometimes the students
themselves might be facilitators for other
students – or even teachers. A teacher
recently wrote in my union magazine
about how much more her students
knew about climate change issues than
she did.
I predict that the negotiation
process itself will be educational, the
motivation and morale of all will rise, and
the new engagement that will result will
more than compensate for any feared
loss of learning from reduction in formal
subject teaching time.
In fact standards will rise. Results
will improve. Students will learn how to
take responsibility for at least part of their
learning and learn how to manage at least
part of their own time – both crucial to
deal with the changes and uncertainties
that the Fourth Industrial Revolution is
already presenting us with.
So – actually – why not 20%. The
state will still have the other 80%!
When the Israeli educator Yaacov
Hecht and I launched this idea at a
Council Of Europe conference on
Education and Democracy at Strasbourg
in 2016, he asked for a vote on the issue
when concluding his keynote speech.
The 2000 administrators, policy makers
and teachers voted overwhelmingly in
favour. Afterwards I asked some who had
voted against what they didn’t like about
the idea.
“20% is not enough,” they said. “It
should be more!”
I agreed with them.
Derry Hannam
Seaford, UK; April 3rd 2020
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The Learner’s Way, NSW

Responding to COVID-19: Now and in the long-term

T

he past months and, even more so, the past few weeks have
been challenging for educators on an unprecedented scale. As
COVID-19 continues to spread, both as a global pandemic of a medical
nature and as the almost singular focus of social media, education has
confronted change on a scale we might never have imagined. Amidst
the very real threat to our health and to the safety of our families,
teachers have risen to the challenge of reinventing overnight what
school is and what it looks like to be a teacher.
At this point in time, most of us have
dove into the deep and murky waters of
online learning. For some, this means
that all students are working remotely.
For others, there is the double challenge
of providing for remote learners while
also meeting the needs of those who
are still attending in person. Some are
in lockdown, restricted to their homes
and under intense police surveillance;
others with varying degrees of liberty.
Regardless, we all confront an uncertain
future. Timeframes provided by experts
vary enormously and it can be hard to see
a light at the end of this tunnel.
“All that was ‘normal’ has now
evaporated; we have entered
postnormal times, the in-between
period where old orthodoxies
are dying, new ones have not
yet emerged, and nothing really
makes sense.” Sardar, Z. “Welcome
to postnormal times”
I have shared this quote from Sardar
often, but it seems more real now than
ever. There is very little ‘normal’ in the
ways we are living our lives, connecting
with loved ones, running our households
and, for teachers and students, how we
are engaging in learning.

Change
Change in schools is always challenging,
but at this point, it seems it is also absolute,
unavoidable and urgent. Many educators
have been on a slow journey towards
models of education that integrate
seamlessly with an online world. There
have always been those who rapidly
embrace technology and those who see
it as a threat to their identity or a shiny
add-on with little proven value. Now,
online learning is very rapidly becoming
the norm.
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This brings with it very real tensions,
many of which are yet to be seen in full.
These are early days and, while teachers
are doing an amazing job of learning to
swim in this new world of online learning,
many will be longing to a return to the
modes of teaching they know best. If
the need for online learning continues
beyond the scope of weeks and extends
into months, as many have predicted,
we can predict greater challenges.
Teacher identity is closely linked to
our role as teachers and our perception
of that role is reﬂected in our pedagogy.
Where the intended change alters
the nature of our pedagogy and
fundamentally shifts the relationships
between teachers and students, and
between teachers and knowledge,
resistance is more likely. Smollan and
Sayers indicate the importance of
understanding the socially constructed
nature of identity and the potentially
negative impact that change can have
on this for individuals, ‘that change
‘dislodges’ identity and leads to anxiety
and grieving’ (Smollan & Sayers, 2009
p 439) it is diﬃcult to predict how this
forced change is likely to impact teacher
identity in the long term, however, a
degree of grief for what has been lost
seems inevitable.
Educational organisations with
their focus on the provision of human
services and the inherent relationships
between teacher and student and
between teachers, creates a complex
emotional playground. In schools,
emotion and culture are linked, and
change of culture frequently invokes
an emotional response. “A person’s sense
of identity is partly determined by his or
her values, which can mesh or clash with
organizational values” (Smollan & Sayers,

2009 p 439) When cultural change is
sought in a school and it is not viewed
as ﬁtting with one’s values or it calls
those values into question, emotional
responses such as fear, anger or sadness
are common.
The rapid nature of this change has,
at least in many schools and at least in
the short term, prohibited the normal
processes and norms which accompany
signiﬁcant change. The process of
planning, programming and resourcing
units of learning, is typically lengthy,
involves many stakeholders and much
debate. The result, when everything
works, is a sequence of planned learning
opportunities that are tightly aligned with
the teacher’s core beliefs about teaching.
Whether this is a belief in the primacy of
direct instruction, inquiry-based learning,
teaching for understanding, a Reggio
Emilia approach or another signature
pedagogy, the experiences planned
for students by teachers should be in
alignment. In the rush to get content
online, this process has been derailed
and the short-term responses do not
reﬂect the best our profession is capable
of, even if they represent an exceptional
response under the most challenging of
circumstances.

The need for reﬂection
At some point, we will need to pause:
lift our heads up and survey the scenery
in this new world. Then, let us hope that
we ask the right questions. Making time
and space for a moment of pause and
reﬂection will be crucial if it becomes clear
that this is more than a brief ﬂing with
online learning. In this moment of pause,
we must go back to the fundamental
questions that shape our beliefs about
learning. These questions should shape
how we organise learning in an online
world as much as they do when we are
teaching face-to-face.
•
What do I want my students to
understand here?
•
What might they already
understand about this? What
gaps might there be in their
understanding? How might I
make this visible in an online
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environment? What obstacles
block students from showing
their understanding that I can
remove? eg not requiring a
written response.
•
What experiences might allow
them to achieve this and then
demonstrate it?
As I evaluate the activities I have
planned for my students:
•
Do they move students towards
this understanding?
What understanding does
this activity require?
What
evidence
of
understanding does this
provide?
•
How do I ﬁll gaps? Questions,
Prompts, Provocations, Direct
Instruction, Feedforward.
•
What thinking will they require
for this task? How might I scaﬀold
that? How do I make it visible in
an online environment?
•
What next?

Agency
And, now perhaps more than ever, as we
confront fear and uncertainty, we will all
need a sense of agency empowered by
capacities required to activate or perform
our intentions (Clapp et al, 2010).
“This entails thinking about the
world not as something that
unfolds separate and apart from us
but as a ﬁeld of action that we can
potentially direct and inﬂuence”
(Ritchhart, 2015 p 77).
They must become creative
problem ﬁnders through learning
opportunities that allow them to “sense
that there is a puzzle somewhere or a task
to be accomplished” (Csikszentmihalyi p
95) and respond strategically, creatively
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and collaboratively towards solutions
devised with empathy and a long-term
view of impacts and real-costs (Kelley).
Our students must be shown the
value of acquiring deep-understandings
through weaving ideas together, going
beyond information and ﬁguring things
out (Ritchhart).
This demands that our students
are routinely engaged with learning
that requires them to do thoughtprovoking things with what they
know, such as considering diﬀerent
viewpoints, reasoning with evidence,
uncovering complexity and building
explanations (Clapp et al, 2017; Blythe,
1998). Such complex thinking does not
occur automatically, and our students
will need to master structures that
support this. Visible thinking strategies
assist teachers to make deep thinking
a routine part of their classrooms and
allow them to ‘see’ the way their learners
are engaging with ideas (Clapp et al). All
learning is a consequence of thinking
and schools must transform themselves
into ‘cultures of thinking’ (Ritchhart). This
demands a continual evaluation of the
culture that is experienced by students
and teachers. We must come to value
thinking in all its forms and appreciate
that our collective futures depend upon
the quality of our thinking.
What is most clear to anyone with
an understanding of the scale of the
challenge educators are confronting is
that this is a profession with immense
reserves of talent and wisdom. Amidst
such great chaos and confronted by a
very real threat to their safety, teachers
have reinvented what schools look like
in a matter of days. Now, we need to be
granted the time to step back from the
immediacy of our overnight response
and plan how we move forward with

plans that will best serve the needs of
our learners in the longer term. While we
hope and pray that we might return to
more normal times, the learning that has
occurred in the past weeks seems to oﬀer
an opportunity too good to be missed.
Moving forward, this seems like the
perfect time to reﬂect upon what might
be the best possible model for education.
A chance to restore that which we miss
most from our previous models while
retaining what we value in the new.
Nigel Coutts
The Learner’s Way
https://thelearnersway.net/
ncoutts@me.com
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Politics 101

Political disillusionment

P

ublic discourse, civics and citizenship education and democracy
are all interconnected: we cannot have one without the others.
However, as disillusionment around our formal political processes
increases, particularly among young Australians, more people than
ever are withdrawing from avenues of formal public discourse. As Max
Flinders, director of the Bernard Crick Centre has wisely said ‘politics is
a dirty word to the public.’
However, the word and concept of
democracy is something that Australians
value and on which they place a lot
of importance. Our current problem is
that large sections of the public want
democracy without the ‘politics’, and that
there are not enough places or platforms
to encourage involvement with civic
responsibilities.
There have been discussions
amongst the very few Australians who
have a vested interest in the formal political
processes, around youth disengagement,
and how non-voters can be incorporated
into critical political decision making.
The need for youth engagement with
formal political processes was particularly
apparent in the 2019 federal election,
where voter turnout was at an all-time
low, despite Australia’s compulsory voting
system: 1.5 million people failed to vote.
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In order to guarantee eﬀective
participation in public discourse, it
is of utmost importance to equip all
Australians with skills, willingness and
faith in the system in order to enable
them to make informed and succinct
political decisions. Currently, Australians
receive the right to vote at the age of
18 years, but they are mostly excluded
from formal political processes until
that point. When someone turns 18, we
don’t hand them a violin and expect
them to play like Mozart and I believe
that, in the same way, we cannot hand
an 18-year old a ballot paper and expect
them to make an informed decision. We
must incorporate young Australians into
the conversation from a much younger
age.
As much as I appreciate the merits
and the beneﬁts of the Civics and

Citizenship Education, from personal
experience and from talking to my peers, I
have found that, in order to really cultivate
an interest in politics, democracy and
civics and citizenship, just introducing the
topic as a part of the curriculum may not
suﬃce. Rather, these concepts need to be
ingrained within the social consciousness
of children from a young age.
It is important to determine a
way to make a long-term change that
reaches the public at a grassroots level.
Not only do we need to work towards
educating the general public about their
rights and responsibilities and how they
can participate in public discourse, we
also need to motivate them to use this
information. This education needs to start
where real and generational change can
be made: the youngest in our society.
Any solution to this issue of political
disengagement must consider ways
to engage the family as a whole - both
the children and the adults. In order to
teach this process of decision-making
and the notion of discussing social and
political issues with others in a positive
and constructive way, we need to ensure
that children are encouraged to involve
themselves in formal political processes
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and make their own democratic and
‘political’ decisions within their lives. These
concepts must be modelled at home.
This means that their parents are aware
of how to vote, why we vote and how
to make a justiﬁable political choice, and
that they are having these discussions
around social issues and politics with
their families, and therefore sharing in the
belief in the eﬃcacy of political action.
We need a solution that encourages
and kickstarts these conversations, and also
re-aﬃrms the foundational knowledge of
these ideas into the minds of parents so
that we can begin a smoother and more
involved process of public discourse
within our communities. Family discussion
will help acquaint, remind and enhance
parental understanding and engagement
as it will accentuate that they are voting
not only for their current circumstances,
but for their family’s future. In addition,
these conversations that are occurring
in a family setting will provide great
modelling for the discourse of the future
This will assist all of us in understanding
what is working within our communities,
what needs to be improved and changed
– and how we can go about creating
these changes.

Build on what we have
Rather than introducing a whole new
system, it will be more sustainable, viable
and cost-eﬀective to extend and build
on an existing system. This solution may
seem naïve, but it is necessary to connect
and engage everyday Australians through
a plain speaking and organic approach.
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The initiative of reviewing the content of
the curriculum for Civics and Citizenship
Education is a timely and important
one; however, in order to truly engage
our community, we need a system that
can engage children and their families
in an subconscious way from an even
younger age.
This can be done through
extending an existing system: providing
additional reading material around civics
and citizenship in primary school book
bags, from which children are expected
to read 15-30 minutes every night
with their parents. If children can learn
about colours of the rainbow, values,
sounds that animals make and morals
from just spending 15-30 minutes
every night reading with their parents,
why can’t they acquire the very basic
foundation of civics and citizenship in
the same way? And with the support
of the Victorian Education Minister’s
2019 pledge of $747,000 to Civics and
Citizenship Education, initiatives like this
are much more viable.

Student Voice
Apart from introducing ideas around
civics and citizenship and politics into
the consciousness of everyone from a
much younger age, student voice has a
really important role to play in this.
Once children are given this
knowledge and these concepts and ideas
are brought into their consciousness,
schools have a really important role to
play in facilitating platforms and ways
for this consciousness to be manifested.

Students need to be able to have these
discussions with their peers and others
in their school communities while they
are in the sheltered and supportive
environment of schools so as to feel more
conﬁdent when it comes to participating
in public discourse around communitywide social issues in the future. This
conﬁdence within discussion will allow
students to work with their peers in
creating concepts for change and then
putting them into action.
Possibilities like having classroom
discussions to make decisions about
classroom rules, SRCs and Student
Action Teams are all ways to display the
practicality and beneﬁts of democracy
and politics for change. Giving students
the opportunity and agency to make
decisions for themselves democratically
is absolutely key in ensuring that more
people will have faith and participate in
our formal political processes like voting.
The Australian coat of arms has an
emu and a kangaroo, because these
animals can’t walk backwards. The
incorporation of the emu and the kangaroo
is meant to signify that, as a nation,
Australia should always move forwards.
But how can we truly move forward if we
don’t understand the importance of the
intersection of civics and citizenship,
politics and democracy?
Ahelee Rahman
Year 10 student
Melbourne Girls Grammar School
ahelee.rahman@mggs.vic.edu.au
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Congress 2020 postponed

A

s your Congress Coordinator, it is with great
sadness that I say we will be postponing
Congress 2020 due to the ongoing impacts of the
COVID-19 virus.

Although many students may not necessarily be in the
demographic that is at risk, we are very conscious of the fact

that young, healthy people can still potentially carry the virus
and transfer it to those who are more vulnerable than ourselves.
We are also unable to run this event at a time when students
and parents may not be willing or able to aﬀord or attend this
event.
I know how disappointing this may be to hear. This is not
a decision the Executive were able to make lightly; we know
how important Congress is to students, and
our volunteers and stakeholders.
Over the coming weeks, the Congress
Working Group will be working hard to
ensure that we’re still able to create a space
for students across the state to collaborate
and discuss issues and solutions within the
education system. We’ll update you as we go,
so keep your eyes peeled in the coming weeks
and months!
Thank you so much for continuing to be
a part of the VicSRC. We’ll continue to work to
elevate student voices and we look forward to
doing so with all of you!
Briana Hines
VicSRC Congress Coordinator

Are you a school student
in Victoria?
Become a member of the VicSRC Student Community!
FREE for school students!
As a member of the VicSRC Student Community, you get discounts and links to news and resources.
You belong to a statewide network, and vote to choose the VicSRC Executive

Join @ https://bit.ly/2FDrg5m
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Lessons from meeting & working on-line

W

hat a month March was! As Victorian students, families
and schools wait to hear whether Term 2 will be happening
in schools or at home, VicSRC has moved all its work to online
platforms so we can continue to connect students with decision
makers in education.
Luckily we had made the shift to
Oﬃce 365 last year, so to shift all our work
remotely was relatively straightforward
but we have encountered a few challenges
along the way around ensuring privacy
and safety of our students.

•

Communication
The main communication tool we use
for staﬀ, our Board of Trustees and our
Executive Advisory Committee is Teams,
which allows us to make quick video calls
and share ﬁles (and gifs) easily.
One of the limitations we found
with this platform though was that we
can’t see more than a few people on
the screen at once. This makes it more
challenging to hold long meetings (more
than 15-20 minutes) because you can’t
see everyone at once and people can
be easily overlooked - particularly as the
ones who speak are kept on screen so the
quieter people can be hidden.
For longer and larger meetings, we
are using Zoom for Business. This gives
us added privacy through end to end
encryption as well as recording each
video conference so we get a transcript helpful for taking minutes as well as from
a child safety perspective.
We can also see everyone in Zoom
and there are other helpful features like
breakout rooms, chat functions and a
choice of backgrounds to make you feel
international!
So far we’ve successfully used this
platform for our Ambassadors meeting of
30 students and for our Executive virtual
three day planning camp.

•

•

•

use a combination of putting our
hands up if we want to speak and
nominating the next person when
everyone needs to be heard.
Zoom and Teams have chat
functions in the video conferencing
which is helpful for proposing and
passing motions. We type the
proposed motion into the chat
function and then everyone gives
a thumbs up or down to decide it.
This is also helpful for the minute
taker to get the wording of the
motion correct.
The chat function is also helpful
to add information into a conversation instead of interrupting ...
like passing a note along the table.
The adults in the meetings have
found this function very helpful
to ensure they are not speaking
too much and dominating the
conversation.
It’s exhausting having video
conferences so we are keeping
our online sessions to a maximum
of two hours to ensure we stay
focused.
Schedule an extra 15 minutes
before the start of the meeting
to give people time to sort out
technical issues ... there will always
be some!

VicSRC training and events
VicSRC is also rethinking how we can
continue to provide our training and
events. While Congress won’t happen in
the same way this year, we are looking
into other options ... watch this space for
more details.
Teach the Teacher is still available via
webinars and online through Zoom and
we are working on a more comprehensive
and interactive online Teach the Teacher
program, which we hope will be launched
later this year.
We are planning more video
resources and conversations on what
student voice looks like when schooling
is at home and working closely with
the Victorian parents’ associations for
government, independent and Catholic
schools to ensure the messages around
online safety and student empowerment
are accessible to families and schools.
More than ever, this is the time
we must work together to ensure
education is student led and student
centred.
VicSRC is excited about the
possibilities online learning will present
and are very interested to hear about
how students, families and schools are
continuing to empower students in their
education throughout this interesting
turn of events.
Stay safe, stay home and follow
VicSRC’s social media for further
updates!

Learnings
What we’ve learnt so far:
•
Video conferencing is far easier
than phone conferencing! Facial
expressions say a lot and it really
helps the meeting ﬂow if everyone
can be seen... also really interesting
getting a glimpse of everyone’s
homes!
•
When people aren’t speaking they
should mute themselves. We also
April 2020
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Online learning during COVID-19

M

ost students and teachers have probably heard of or come
across the term ‘online learning’ at some point in their school
life, considering we all live in the 21st century. In the midst of this
coronavirus crisis, Victorian schools and classrooms are slowly but
steadily turning to digital platforms for learning.
At my school, scheduled eLearning
days occur at least twice every year,
and they have brought to light diﬀerent
ways of learning and teaching online.
At the moment, we use Compass for
lesson plans and resources, Google Drive
and Google Slides for class slideshows
and assignments, Education Perfect for
homework, and Quizlet for vocabulary
building. My personal favourite resource
is Education Perfect because it is really
engaging and can be quite fun. It’s
also great for learning vocabulary for
languages.
Recently my school set up Microsoft
Teams for students and teachers and ran
sessions to show the staﬀ how to use it.
Most of the teachers then tested out this
new system of teaching in their classes.
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So far, I have participated in quite
a few live stream video classes through
Teams. They all went well, except
for poor quality sound and video at
times. Of course, for some students
(regional students, for example) this
will be a bigger problem. I found that
participating from home is much better
than at school because at school there
are many people using the internet at
once and it’s quite slow.
For students who struggle with
self-directed learning, teachers could
oﬀer their help through chat or email.
For instance, my maths teacher created
a Teams chat where he oﬀers almost
immediate support to any student who
has questions. He even called it ‘I need
help on a question’!

Through this experience I’ve realised
how fantastic technology is for learning
and that, for me, not physically being
there in class isn’t that big a barrier for
learning. I still miss the craziness of the
classroom and sitting next to my friends,
but health always comes ﬁrst in a time
like this.
Considering our current situation,
I actively encourage schools to begin
adopting a more digital approach to
teaching and learning. Not only do
students gain independence and skills
which are required in university and
the workplace, they also get to test out
various technologies that can inspire and
motivate them to learn.
What do you think about switching
to online learning? What is your school
doing (or wants to be doing) regarding
online learning? Share your thoughts at
the COVID-19 and School forum on the
Student Voice Hub.
Daria Osipova
Victorian student
from the Student Voice Hub
https://studentvoicehub.org.au/
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COVID-19: What does it mean for our education?

T

hese last weeks have been stressful for us students, with all the
uncertainty surrounding our future and even what the next few
days have in store for us. And we’ve all heard from diﬀerent people
about every single concern, from both federal and state governments
arguing over our future, to principals, teachers and parents trying to
decide what’s best for us in these coming months.
Recently, on March 22nd, Victorian
Premier Daniel Andrews took it upon
himself to make the executive decision
for Victoria to bring forward the Term
1 holidays to March 24th, going above
Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s head.
I know many of you have been very
excited about this fact, but to me it only
increases concerns about my future.
From my view, the government has
cleverly disguised their decision under
the cloak of “term break is starting early”,
but is it really a break? Online classes are
now in place, extra homework has been
added to the long list of things to do,
and while we students are now at home,
teachers remain in school.
This sounds more like a closure to
me, because if it were actually a term
break then teachers would have also
ﬁnished school on the 24th. This is a
feeling of impending doom.
The question of returning to school
on April 14th has never been more
uncertain. This is a massive concern to me.
Morrison has made it very clear in all of his
addresses to the public that, if you put the
nation on lockdown now, it will stay that
way for a long time; schools potentially
have to commit to six months of online
learning from home and would
still face the risk of students
having to repeat the year.
From my understanding, many
members of our community
are assuming that this extended
term break will be a quick ﬁx
to this issue and that, in three
weeks, everybody will be able to
migrate back into society.
This is not the case. Why
anyone thinks it is, truly baﬄes
me.
We have seen in Europe
(Italy, speciﬁcally) how this
lockdown has been playing out.
America has begun the same
process, as well as Boris Johnson
also announcing a lockdown in
April 2020

England as well. States across Australia
are all beginning to declare their own
lockdown, and soon our entire nation
will be too. This means that returning to
school come April 14th seems extremely
unlikely to me, and if we did, statistics
and the health ministers are all stating
that we will meet a spike in the spread
of the virus thanks to the assistance of
the impending ﬂu season. Which means
lockdown would quickly resume itself.
So, for us, the school term will begin
online.
Doing online learning state-wide
or even nation-wide seems like a very
diﬃcult challenge to overcome. The
obvious issue with it is that we do
not currently have the resources or
infrastructure to manage all schools
across Victoria moving online.
Another obvious issue to me is
that schools doing online learning will
be entirely diﬀerent to individuals who
undertake distance education/online
learning already; the programs and
teachers available to those who do
online learning are better equipped and
understand how to eﬀectively teach
students online. This will not be the case
for us.

Teachers will be in the same
position as us students, learning how
to manage and alter their teaching
methods. We will have to learn how to
learn in a completely diﬀerent way, since
the opportunity to have face-to-face
conversations will no longer be available.
It will also be particularly diﬃcult for
those of us doing VCE, learning new
area of studies alone, undertaking SACs
in a completely diﬀerent way and even
potentially having our ATAR scores
calculated solely on the result of our
end-of-year exams. To me, that is the
scariest potential on the table currently.
Even though as a Year 12 student I am
highly against having to repeat the year,
there really is no other alternative for me
if it comes down to it.
As a short-term ﬁx, I think that, while
online learning will still help us stay on
track with our education and educational
timeline, it will not be sustainable as a
long-term ﬁx. But what other choice is
there?
Emily Gundry
Victorian student
from the Student Voice Hub
https://studentvoicehub.org.au/
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“The Student Voice Hub is a place
where teachers, students and
principals can all come together to
collaborate, get resources and talk to
people and know what’s happening
in other schools around the state in
regards to student voice.”

Thinking about becoming a VicSRC Partner School?
Wondering what it’s all about? Here’s what it means.
Share our vision
Being a Partner of Victoria’s peak body for school-aged
students connects you with a community committed to a
student-focused education system.
Together we pursue positive change in our education
system through advocacy in schools and communities.
We collaborate with schools, students, educators and likeminded organisations to empower all student voices to
be valued in every aspect of education.

Stay informed
As a peak body, we are on the ground every day
supporting and empowering student voice in schools,
with students and with educators.
We keep our Partner Schools up to date with all
the latest news, innovations and opportunities through
regular communications designed to support you to
empower student voice. When we produce new resources
and tools, our Partner Schools are the ﬁrst to know.

Add your story
We share best practice student voice. Celebrate your wins
and share your learnings with schools across Victoria!

Support student voice
We are a student-led not-for-proﬁt organisation; your
support means we can continue to empower student
voices in all aspects of education.

FAQs

The Student Voice Hub
is designed by young people for young people!
It is a place for students, teachers and everyone who
is passionate about the opinions and ideas of young
people. It:
•

Showcases examples of best practice through case studies

•

Connects schools and organisations passionate about
students taking action to improve their schooling
experience

•

Provides a safe space for stakeholders to discuss issues that
matter to them

•

Provides resources that support students, teachers and
school leaders to take action within their classroom, school
and organisation.

Student Membership is Free!
Student members contribute to blogs, forums and polls,
as well as access many great resources. Students shape
the future of the Student Voice Hub; be part of our
community to have a voice and create positive change.
We are working hard to make this a safe and inclusive
environment for everyone. Currently under Australian
privacy laws we require parental/guardian permission for
people under 15 to register.

https://studentvoicehub.org.au/
The Student Voice Hub
was developed by the
VicSRC with support from
the Victorian Department of
Education and Training.

Are we eligible to be VicSRC Partner School?
If you are a recognised school in Victoria – primary,
secondary, P-12, government, Catholic, independent,
ﬂexible-learning – then you are eligible!

How much does it cost?
It only costs $150+GST per year to be a Partner School.

To sign up to the VicSRC
online e-newsletter ... visit:
http://www.vicsrc.org.au/

We can’t aﬀord $150+GST; can we still be a Partner
School?
We are always willing to make our programs as
accessible as possible! Send an email through
and we’ll be very happy to discuss your options:
partnerships@vicsrc.org.au

Where do we sign up?
Register as a VicSRC Partner School right here:
https://bit.ly/3avn5Ek Once you complete the form
you’ll receive a conﬁrmation email outlining the next
steps (please allow 5 business days for conﬁrmation).
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The VicSRC receives funding support from the
Victorian Department of Education and Training
and Catholic Education Melbourne.
It is auspiced by the
Youth Affairs Council of Victoria (YACVic).
It can be reached on 0436 476 612
or by email: info@vicsrc.org.au
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News and Reviews
2020 International Summit on Student Voice:
Cultivating Youth-Adult Partnerships in Education
Empowering Change in K-12 Education through Youth-Adult
Partnerships Engaged in Participatory Action Research

T

his conference, which was to be held
in late June in Minneapolis, USA, will
now become a virtual event on June 23,
2020.
The design and exact format of that day and
extended opportunities are still being explored.
Existing registration fees will be refunded.
Watch the facebook page for Student Voice
Research and Practice to see emerging opportunities for participation in virtual discussions for
students and/or adults as well as people developing
new resources for this challenging time.
For more information, contact:
Kay Augustine: kayaugustine@gmail.com or
Dana Mitra:
dlm54@psu.edu .

Student Voice Research and Practice facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/studentvoicepage/

This open facebook group was initially established by
Professor Dana Mitra, and is now supported by the work
of academics, practitioners and students throughout the
world. It provides a valuable community of people working
and interested in the area of ‘Student Voice’ - in Australia,
USA, UK, Italy and elsewhere – as well as access to useful
resources and examples, and up-to-date information
about initiatives. You can easily log on and join the group
at the above address.

Learning from Denmark

I

n 2018, Hayley Dureau from Mount Waverley
Secondary College in Melbourne, undertook a
study tour to Denmark to examine aspects of their
education system. This included discussions with
students, teachers and others about the role and
importance of student voice and agency in Danish
schools.
Hayley’s report of that study tour is now available
at: https://bit.ly/2QEc7nu
April 2020
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A Call for Submissions
O

Once a question is asked, it is
ver the last few weeks, I ﬁnd myself asking what do children and
important
to give the child time to speak
young people think about what is happening in the world?

•

How is the Coronavirus, and Lockdown
and Clapping for Carers being
perceived by them?
• What do they know?
• How do they think the story will end?
• What will the world look like when we
get to the other side?
We are looking for contributions
from children and young people
aged 3 to 18. These will be placed on
www.helicopterstories.co.uk to share
with the world the voices of children
during this time.
We want to hear what children
and young people are thinking, in their
own words. Not corrected or prompted
and with no emphasis on amending
grammar. Please submit video clips,
audio clips or scribed writing; sharing
stories and thoughts from our younger
generation. These should be sent to
trishalee@me.com

The following details should
accompany each clip:
First name of child: (this can be a madeup name)
Age:
Location: (town/city and county)
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Asking questions/prompting
discussion:
We are hoping to encourage a creative
approach to asking these questions.
Often when we use theatre to explore
diﬃcult subjects, we try to distance
participants from the emotions they are
feeling, by getting them to talk from a
slightly removed perspective. We do this
by creating characters or situations that
have a similar experience to the person
we are working with, but do not mirror
them exactly. This can create a safe space
for participants to open up.
Questions should always be asked
in a light-hearted way, with no pressure
to respond.

without interrupting or putting words
into their mouths. These are big questions,
and all of us need time to think.
Please remember, there is no right or
wrong answer.
These are only examples, and there
may be other questions or conversations
you have with your child that they are
happy for you to record and share. Please
feel free to adapt any of these questions
to your own children’s favourite characters
and also to their age.
Little ones might like to talk using
their favourite toys, dolls or puppet.
Children might like to draw/paint
ideas.
The most important thing is to keep
it fun and relaxed.

Example Questions:
What would you tell someone from another planet about how things have
changed in the last few weeks?
How would you explain clapping for carers to someone from another
planet?
If you could go back in time and meet up with yourself six months ago, what
would you tell yourself about what is happening now?
What advice would you give?
Imagine you were Rapunzel, locked in a tower, what would you do all day to
entertain yourself?
What are your friends feeling about having to stay at home?
Tell me about any positives about being made to stay at home?
Tell me what you think the world will be like when this over?
What will have changed?
Connect 242:

Videoing or audio recording:
If you decide to video or record the conversation, send this to
trishalee@me.com via www.wetransfer.com This is a free way
to send up to 2GB of material. You will also be able to see that
I have downloaded it. Don’t worry if you can be heard asking
questions as I will be able to edit these out.

Scribing verbatim:
Whenever I scribe verbatim for anyone, I think of it in three
stages.
1) Firstly, I let the child know that I am going to write their
words.
2) Then, I look at the child or young person and listen to them
dictate the ﬁrst sentence.
3) If it is a long sentence, I might repeat it out loud, exactly as it
was said, to help place the words in my short-term memory.
Then I write it down word for word, saying each word as I
write.

Example of how scribing verbatim works:
This is from a conversation with Tom aged 9.
Adult: I wonder what you would say to an alien about what’s
happening in the world right now? If you tell me, I’ll
write it down.
Child: Well, the Coronavirus is happening.
Adult: Okay, let me write that.
(speaking as writing) Well, the, Coronavirus, is,
happening.
(Look back at the child and listen)
Child: It’s a virus that can kill people with old age and
problems.
Adult: (writing) It’s, a, virus, that, can, kill, people, with, old,
age, and, problems.
(Look back at the child and listen)
Child: It spread to nearly all the corners of the world.
Adult: (writing) It, spread, to, nearly, all, the, corners, of, the,
world.
I often use the explanation that you are not a secretary,
trying to capture the words and write them down at the same
time. Taking time to listen and then write, listen and then write,
will be much more enjoyable for both of you. You will also have
the chance to hear what your child is saying, and as you repeat
it back, they will see that you value their words.
Alongside this Call to Submission, we have created a
document containing links and information on Talking with
Children about Coronavirus.
To access this document or to ﬁnd out more, go to

Talking with Children about Coronavirus
www.helicopterstories.co.uk/voices-through-the-virus

Please email any written contributions to
trishalee@me.com
Or wetransfer.com any videos or larger
ﬁles to the same address.
April 2020

Tom, aged 9, Kent
How would you tell an alien about what’s happening
at the moment?
Well, the coronavirus is happening. It’s a virus that can
kill people with old age and problems. It spread to
nearly all the corners of the world.
Every school in the UK, nursery and secondary school
have been shut down so parents have to teach their
kids until further notice.
It’s really boring just staying at home and not being
allowed to go out.
So, the alien says, ‘OK I’ll come next week instead.’
You’re not allowed to travel to diﬀerent places. You’re
not allowed to visit your friends or your Grandmas
and Grandads
What happens if you get it?
It depends how old you are. If you’re a kid and you
get it, it will just be like getting the ﬂu, which is like
a cold thing. But if you’re an adult, of young age, you
probably won’t die by it. But if you’re over 60, and you
have problems, you will probably die
So how long do I have to wait to visit earth?
Until further notice... we don’t know.

MakeBelieve Arts & Helicopter Stories, UK
At MakeBelieve Arts we believe in the power of story
to develop cognitive abilities, improve literacy, explore
emotional functions and engage children with learning. We
are building towards a storytelling curriculum, through which
all children can thrive and grow. We believe that this creativity
should continue throughout education, with pupils receiving
and delivering storytelling as part of their everyday learning.
The Storytelling Curriculum is made up of:
Helicopter Stories, the ﬂagship of MakeBelieve Arts’
work, is a holistic approach to Early Years and Foundation
Stage education, where children make up stories, adults
scribe them, and then the class acts them out. This enables
children to discover the world around them in their own, very
personal way. This approach is suitable for children aged 2 to
7. Helicopter Stories is based on the Storytelling and Story
Acting curriculum of renowned Early Years practitioner Vivian
Gussin Paley.
Creative Writing, alongside telling and acting out stories,
MakeBelieve Arts supports primary-aged children to develop
their creative writing, through drama, movement, storytelling
and performance both in-class and out.
The Curiosity Conference is our annual Key Stage 2 primary
school event where pupils from schools across the country
gather to share their creative ideas and curious questions – it’s
a conference by children, for children. During the presentations
by the pupils themselves, the children’s stories are illustrated
in real time by a professional artist, and each year they are
joined by a well-known face, such as Sally Gardner in 2017.

https://www.makebelievearts.co.uk/
https://helicopterstories.co.uk/
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The new educator must be awake, critical, open
to the world. It is an honour and responsibility
to be a teacher in such dark times – and to
imagine, and to act on what we imagine, what
we believe ought at last to be (Greene, 2005, p.
80).�

��
��������� ���������������������� calls for a
new kind of educator committed to
challenging the existing social order,
questioning dominant discourses,
confronting injustices and� reconstructing
socially just alternatives. Critical practitionerscholars show a willingness to interrupt, in a
systematic, scholarly and rigorous way, those
common sense beliefs, habits, routines,
behaviours, assumptions and values which
sustain the way things are. These critical
practitioner-scholars engage in forms of
critical self-reﬂection, social criticism,
emancipatory learning, and critical
consciousness by making everyday
categories and practices problematic.��
��
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This series draws on Paulo Freire’s vision of a
more humanizing education based on the
values of democracy, curiosity, equality,
respect, freedom, compassion, civic
re s p o n s i b i l i t y a n d a c t i v i s m . C r i t i c a l
practitioner-scholars see their work as part of
this larger critical democratic project within
and across local and global contexts. These
knowledge workers, as Kincheloe (2002)
describes them, seek to ‘research, interpret,
expose embedded values and political
interests, and produce their own
knowledge’ (p. 241). In doing so, they ask
more probing kinds of questions about what
kind of knowledge should be taught and how
it should be taught.��
��
��������� ��������������������� provides
space for sharing critiques of contemporary
policy regimes that are undermining the
professional autonomy of educators and for
articulating alternative visions and practices
for teachers, educational leaders, academics,
social workers and community activists.�
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Editorial board:�
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Adjunct Professor University of South
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DIO Press is incorporated in New York,
NY. Key contacts are Michel Lokhorst,
CEO and Shirley R Steinberg, Executive
Acquisitions and Development Editor;
combined, they have an experience of
over 50 years in academic publishing,
they bring an extensive network in the
academic community.
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WISA Wellbeing In Schools Australia have regretfully suspended
all face to face Workshops and Conferences due to the Federal
Government health announcements regarding public gatherings.
We are currently exploring online delivery options. Stay safe and well.
You can contact us at https://www.wisawellbeing.com.au/

All about Student Action Teams,
including some hyper-linked mini-case studies, at:

www.asprinworld.com/student_action_teams
Student Voice is a place for students, teachers, and parents to share and reﬂect on the ways in which
young people are being empowered to inﬂuence their own earning.

‘Student Councils and Beyond’
On-Line! FREE!

We’ve almost run out of print copies of the ﬁrst Connect publication: Student Councils
and Beyond (from 2005). And many of the ideas have subsequently been reﬂected in the
Represent! kit from the VicSRC (see: www.vicsrc.org.au/resources/represent).
So we have made all of Student Councils and Beyond (a compilation of articles and resources
from many earlier issues of Connect) available on-line for FREE. It can be downloaded (as one
document or in sections) as PDFs from the Connect website. Find it at:

www.asprinworld.com/connect
Connect on facebook

C

onnect has a presence on facebook. Find us at:
http://ow.ly/L6UvW

We’ve been posting some news and links there since June 2013, to
complement and extend what you see in the on-line version of Connect.
It would be great if you could go there and ‘like’ us, and also watch there
for news of each Connect’s availability on-line - for FREE.

Donate to support Connect
Connect now has no income except
donations and sales of literature (see page
44). Even though we are now solely online, there are still costs associated with
publication.
April 2020

By supporting Connect with your donations, you
keep us going. To make a donation to the work
of Connect, use the form in this issue or contact
us for bank account details to make an electronic
transfer of funds.
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Connect Publications: Order Form
Tax Invoice: ABN: 98 174 663 341
To:
Connect, 12 Brooke Street, Northcote

VIC 3070 Australia

e-mail: r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au

Full Catalogue in
Connect #217

Connect On-Line Subscription (all 6 issues annually e-mailed to you FREE):
Simply provide your e-mail address (below or by e-mail) and name and phone number (in case of bounces).
There is no cost; however donations to support Connect’s work are appreciated and acknowledged.

❐

I enclose a donation to support the work of Connect.

or:

❐

I am already a subscriber to Connect.

Connect Publications:
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

normal price

Student Action Teams
Reaching High (with DVD) §
Reaching High (without DVD)
Switched On to Learning (maximum of 10 copies per order)
Democracy Starts Here

Publications available from Connect:
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

A: Donation to Connect:

Foxﬁre 25 Years
Sometimes a Shining Moment (1 available) §
A Foxﬁre Christmas (1 available) §
Foxﬁre 9 (1 available) §
Students and Work (maximum of 10 copies per order)
SRC Pamphlets Set (2 sets available) §

$30
$30
$20
$6
$6
normal price

$20
$20
$20
$10
$6
$6

$...........

Connect subscriber price

$25*
$25*
$15*
$ 5*
$ 5*

$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............

Connect subscriber price

$10*
$10*
$10*
$ 5*
$ 5*
$ 5*

$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............

(§ check availability before ordering; * discounted rate for subscribers to Connect)

B: Total for publications:

$...........

NOTE: all amounts include postage/packaging within Australia (GST not applicable - input taxed)

(Postage:

$...........)

Outside Australia add $5 per copy of publications

Payment and Mailing:
I enclose a cheque /money-order/oﬃcial order for:

A + B: Total Payment:

$ ..........

(make cheques payable to Connect; payment in Australian dollars please; contact Connect by e-mail to make arrangement to pay by EFT on invoice)

Mailing details: send to:
Name (attention):
Organisation (school etc):
Mailing Address:
(Town/Suburb:)
(State & Postcode:)

Country:
E-mail (free subscription):
Phone number:
44

Connect 242:

Clearinghouse
Contribute to Connect
Anyone may submit an original article to be considered for publication in Connect provided he or she owns
the copyright to the work being submitted or is authorised by the copyright owner or owners to submit
the article. Authors are the initial owners of the copyrights to their works, but by successfully submitting the
article to Connect, transfer such ownership of the published article to Connect on the understanding that
any royalties or other income from that article will be used to maintain publication of Connect.

ASPRINworld:

the Connect website!
www.asprinworld.com/connect
Connect has a website at ASPRINworld. The Connect
section of the website is slowly growing, with information about
subscribing, index of recent back issue contents (hyperlinked
to PDFs) and summaries of and order information for Student
Councils and Beyond, Student Action Teams, Reaching High
and Switched On to Learning.

Connect is also archived
and available electronically:

research.acer.edu.au/connect
All issues of Connect are archived through the ACER
Research Repository: ACEReSearch. Connect issues
from #1 to the current issue are available for free download,
and recent issues can be searched by key terms. See the
ASPRINworld site for index details of recent issues, then link
to and download the whole issue you are interested in.

www.informit.com.au

In addition, current and recent issues of Connect are now
available on-line to libraries and others who subscribe to
RMIT’s Informit site – a site that contains databases of
many Australian publications. You can access whole issues
of Connect as well as individual articles. Costs apply, either
by a library subscription to Informit’s databases, or through
individual payments per view for articles.
Articles from Connect are also
discoverable through EBSCOhost
research databases.

Local and International
Publications Received
Connect receives many publications directly or indirectly relevant
to youth and student participation. We can’t lend or sell these,
but if you want to look at or use them, contact us and we’ll work
something out.

Australian:
Democratic contribution or information for reform?
Prevailing and emerging discourses of student voice
(Jennifer Charteris, Dianne Smardon; University of New
England, Armidale, NSW) Journal of Teacher Education Vol
44, Iss 6, 2019; at https://ro.ecu.edu.au/ajte/vol44/iss6/1
The Challenges of Online Learning: Supporting and
Engaging the Isolated Learner (Jenna Gillett-Swan;
Queensland University of Technology, Qld) Journal of
Learning Design Vol 10, No 1, 2017
Voice Inclusive Practice, Digital Literacy and Children’s
Participatory Rights (Jenna Gillett-Swan and Jonathon
Sargeant; Queensland University of Technology and
Australian Catholic University, Melbourne) Children and
Society Vol 32, pp 38-49, 2018

International:
Building the capacity for student leadership in high school:
A review of organizational mechanisms from the ﬁeld
of student voice (Lindsay Lyons, Marc Brasof; Arcadia
University, USA) Journal of Educational Administration
February 2020; DOI: 10.1108/JEA-05-2019-0077
Source, respondent, or partner? Involvement of secondary
school students in participatory action research (Ben
H J Smit, Jacobiene A Meirink, Amanda K Berry, Wilfried F
Admiraal; Leiden University, The Netherlands and Monash
University, Australia) International Journal of Educational
Research 100; 2020
UPdate (UP for Learning, Vermont, USA) March 29, April 5,
2020

www.asprinworld.com/connect
&

research.acer.edu.au/connect
April 2020
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40 years +

1979 to 2020 ...

www.asprinworld.com/connect

Connect On-Line!

A

Free subscription
and materials
Catalogue:
see page 44

ll issues of Connect from 1979 to the present
(that’s over 40 years!) are freely available on-line!
Thanks to the Australian Council for Educational Research
(ACER), all the issues of Connect have been scanned or uploaded into the ACER’s Research Repository: ACEReSearch.
You can ﬁnd these issues of Connect at:

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
The left-hand menu provides a pull-down menu for you to select the
issue number > browse; the front cover of the issue is displayed, and you
can simply click on the link in the main body of the page to download a
PDF of the issue. Recent issues are also searchable by key words.
Connect has a commitment to the sharing of ideas, stories, approaches
and resources about active student participation. We are totally
supported by donations!

Let us know
There may be some gaps or improvements necessary. As you use this
resource, let us know what you ﬁnd. (If an issue of Connect seems to be
missing, check the issues either side, as double issues show up only as one
issue number.) If you have any ideas for improving this resource, please
let us know.

Most importantly, please USE this resource.

All copies of Connect are
available on-line ... for free!

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
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